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1. Introduction
Thank you very much for downloading this ebook. My name is
Lourens Breytenbach. I am an English and Mathematics teacher
at Hoërskool Roodepoort on the West Rand of the Gauteng
Province of The Republic of South Africa.
I have more than 25 years’ experience as an educator and I hope
that this resource will provide you with lots of value.
I wish that these worksheets will help your learners to do well in
English and all their other subjects. This ebook consists of many
pages of original worksheets for teaching and learning English.
Some of them may look familiar to you!

It is part of my purpose in life to teach teenagers. And it is my mission and passion to help parents and
teachers to help their kids to do BETTER in English ... worldwide!
The goal with these worksheets is to give you as parent or teacher lots of new exercises
to use at home or in the classroom. The idea here is to provide lots of mixed exercises
that will build a learner’s self-confidence in the use or the English language.
Many concepts that learners (and even teachers) struggle with are explained very
simply with some easy examples that readers can learn.
The worksheets can be used in many ways. Teachers can use them to keep their
learners busy in a constructive way and to broaden their knowledge of the correct use
of grammar and spelling. It should also expand every learner’s vocabulary.
Each worksheet can be presented to a learner (or class) separately. They each have
open lines that learners can fill in and then mark on their own with the help of the
worked out memorandums. Each worksheet is accompanied by an exact copy, but with
the answers filled in by hand. This means that learners can work independently or
through the guidance of the parent or educator.
The target group is not specified, but the general age of a leaner can vary – from the age
of 12 and older, depending on his/her skill level. All worksheets are generic and not
necessarily text based. They can be used as “warmer-uppers” (starter lessons) or as
serious tests that can be marked as assessments. The questions for most worksheets
are graded from easy to more difficult so that ALL learners can benefit. Some questions
are very easy to encourage slower learners to build their knowledge base. Some
questions are harder – to challenge our quicker learners. It is up to the educator to
specify the questions that each individual learner must do.
The work presented was prepared by keeping the South African CAPS document in
mind. I have also tried to use Barrett’s taxonomy Our worksheets have not been
“borrowed” from one specific source. They have been compiled from scratch with the
help from a variety of sources that are acknowledged in our Bibliography. But most
questions have been newly created by the author. We have however used many old
textbooks and exam papers to guide us to compile fresh worksheets that adhere to the
correct standards of assessment.
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This is however NOT an approved or complete textbook. It is simply a collection of loose
worksheets to help all kinds of learners to learn all kinds of important rules and skills.
It will help learners who struggle with English to pass. It will help our more advanced
learners to hone their skills.
This ebook has been developed because there are so many frustrated teachers and
parents (and kids!) out there who really just need to practise. Many modern textbooks
seem to be so “thin” when it comes to providing proper exercises with answers!
This ebook provides quite a few worked out tests that educators and parents can give to
their learners to practise for their real exams. These assessments should NOT be used
for formal assessments. These must be set by the teachers themselves. Using old
papers is actually not allowed these days!
It also includes an assessment test that can be used for diagnostic purposes. This will
help the teacher/parent to check the level at which their kids are performing. This test
can be used to assess the general skill level of almost any learner. Or as a good revision
exercise. It really is quite versatile ... we think!
The worksheets have not been categorised according specific topics or levels of
performance. It is a collection of random exercises that should build any learner’s
skills-base. So enjoy each page. And good luck to all our learners for a very successful
year in the English class!

Mr L. Breytenbach

You can buy the FULL version of this ebook (that
includes dozens of original tests and exams with
their memoranda from our website:

www.tickmark.co.za
Thanks for your support!
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2.

Terms of use

The following are the rules and conditions for the use of this ebook and other materials
available on the www.tickmark.co.za website:

1.

The learning material, worksheets, exam papers, tests and memorandums (marking guidelines)
and any other content in this ebook is copyrighted © Lourens Breytenbach and Tickmark.co.za and
may not be re-sold, shared or given away as some “free gift” as part of another package.

2.

Please do NOT share these worksheets without the permission of the author. Readers are only
allowed to print and complete these worksheets if they have paid for it.

3.

Teachers and parents are allowed to print these worksheets for their own children or learners
only. Please keep the author’s name and website URL intact. Please do not “cut and paste” the
content into other worksheets.

4.

This project is unfortunately NOT an “extra class” business. We do not explain any work over the
phone, in videos or on any online platform. Learners should always talk to their own teachers
when they need help.

5.

This ebook is a digital product in portable document format (it is a “.pdf” file). This means that no
physical book will be offered or delivered. Clients will have to print their own copy from the file
that is downloaded from the website or emailed to them after purchase.

Disclaimers:
1.

This is not a textbook and has not been approved or endorsed by the South African Department of
Basic Education (or any other authority). It is simply a collection of worksheets that I have
compiled to help me teach my learners.

2.

English is actually my second language (after Afrikaans), so first language English speakers and
language experts will probably find errors in this ebook. Please help me to correct them by
sending an email to info@tickmark.co.za. Your feedback is highly appreciated. I also welcome
suggestions and contributions that will assist me in improving future editions.
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3.

Diagnostic Test

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT TEST
ANSWER SHEET
Name of Learner: _________________________________________ Class: ______
Date: ___________________________

Time: 1 – 2 Hours

Marks: 50 x 2 = 100

Read each question at least twice to fully understand what is being asked. Compare the possible answers
for each question and select the ONE that is correct. Indicate your choice by making a clear mark over the
letter of the applicable question number. You are not allowed to ask for help or to “Google” the answer
just yet! You can have a discussion and check your answers AFTER you have done the test on your OWN.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Please turn the page ...
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
TOTAL:
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B
B
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B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
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QUESTIONS:

Indicate your answers by FIRST choosing the correct letter and circling it; then mark
your answers on the answer sheet on the previous page. This makes it easy to mark.

1.

Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT about the use of the apostrophe?
A
We very rarely use the apostrophe to indicate the plural form of a word.
B
When writing the plural of the word apple, the answer is apple’s.
C
The apostrophe in the word it’s indicates possession.
D
The apostrophe in the word Michael’s indicates a contraction.

2.

Which ONE of the following sentences does NOT contain a spelling error?
A
That really is a beautiful dress.
B
I will probably recieve my package this afternoon.
C
I have recently had a change of adres.
D
I am so greatful for this opportunity.

3.

Which ONE of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A
Their not going to like the weather there.
B
There unable to attend this evening’s dinner party.
C
They’re are so many possibilities in life.
D
All of the above sentences are incorrect.

4.

Study the following sentence:
My rich uncle is definitely a successful businessman.
Which ONE of the following statements about the sentence above is CORRECT?
A
The word uncle should be spelled with a capital “U”.
B
There are no spelling errors in the sentence.
C
Both the words successful and businessman have been misspelled.
D
The word definitely should be spelled as definately.

5.

Study the following sentences:
(i)
The weather is really great today.
(ii)
I think the wether will improve this afternoon.
(iii)
You must take the dog for a walk, weather you like it or not.
(iv)
I don’t know whether I should go outside, or not.
Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT?
A
All the sentences are incorrect.
B
Sentences (i) and (iv) are correct.
C
All the sentences are correct.
D
Sentences (ii) and (iii) are correct.

6.

Sentence H:

My lunch cost more than fourty Rand.

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECTED version of sentence H?
A
My lunch costs more than forty rand.
B
My lunch cost more than fourty rands.
C
My lunch costs more than forty Rands.
D
There are no errors in sentence H.
Copyright © Tickmark.co.za 2020
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7.

Study the following sentences:
(i)
I just want to live my live.
(ii)
I went to see a life concert.
(iii)
I hope to live long enough to see a live concert.
(iv)
I life going to see live music.
Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT?
A
Sentences (i), (ii) and (iii) are incorrect.
B
Sentences (i) and (ii) are correct.
C
Only sentence (iii) is correct.
D
None of the sentences are correct.

8.

Which ONE of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A
Your going to have to start doing you’re homework.
B
You’re going to have to start doing you’re homework.
C
Your going to have to start doing your homework.
D
You’re going to have to start doing your homework.

9.

Study the following sentence:
I swallowed a tablet before I played a game on my tablet.
The two underlined words are ...
A Homophones
B Synonyms
C Homonyms

D Antonyms

Study the following sentence:
We only have one hour to finish our homework.
The two underlined words are ...
A Homophones
B Synonyms

C Homonyms

D Antonyms

Study the following sentence:
This group of learners is really noisy.
A synonym for the underlined word would be ...
A curious
B quiet

C friendly

D talkative

10.

11.

12.

13.

Study the following sentence:
Everyone loves a sunny day.
An antonym for the underlined word would be ...
A bright
B cloudy
C 24 hour

D family

Study the following sentence:
Alot / A lot of poeple/people have now/know/no decided to except/accept the fact that there/their
will never be piece/peace on earth.

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT version of the above statement?
A
A lot of poeple have now decided to accept the fact that there will never be piece on earth.
B
Alot people have now decided to except the fact that their will never be peace on earth.
C
A lot of people have now decided to accept the fact that there will never be peace on earth.
D
Alot of people have no decided to except the fact that their will never be piece on earth.
Copyright © Tickmark.co.za 2020
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14.

Which ONE of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A
To the movies like to go to my friend and I.
B
My friend and I like to go to the movies.
C
My friend and me like going to the movies.
D
Me and my friend like going to the movies.

15.

Study this sentence:
I ____________ you that my friend is the best person for that job.
Which of the following words would be the best choice to complete the sentence?
A insure
B assure
C unsure
D ensure

16.

Which combination of the words two, too and to will make this sentence correct?
There are ____ many of us who want ____ eat ___ burgers!
A
too; to; two
B
two; too; to
C
to; too; two
D
None of the above

17.

Which combination of the words who, whose, who’s and whom will make the following
sentence correct?
I don't know ____ house we're using or with ____ I will go to the party. All I want to know is ____
playing the music!
A
who’s; whom; whose
B
whose; whom; who’s
C
who’s; who; whose
D
None of the above

18.

Only ONE of the following sentences is correct. Which one is it?
A
I fell into a manhole in the street.
B
I fell in to a man whole in the street.
C
I fell into a man whole in the street.
D
I fell in to a manhole in the street.

19.

Which ONE of the following sentences is written in the passive voice?
A
The man said that he would explain his ideas to us the next day.
B
“I will explain my ideas to you tomorrow.”
C
The man explained his ideas to us.
D
The man’s ideas were explained to us.

20.

Which ONE of the following sentences is written as direct speech?
A
The man said that he would explain his ideas to us the next day.
B
“I will explain my ideas to you tomorrow.”
C
The man explained his ideas to us.
D
The man’s ideas were explained to us.

Copyright © Tickmark.co.za 2020
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21.

Study the following sentence:
“I will go to Johannesburg tomorrow to visit my wonderful girlfriend.”
What are the parts of speech for the four underlined words?
A
article; common noun; verb; adverb
B
preposition; proper noun; verb; adjective
C
adjective; pronoun; adverb; adjective
D
conjunction; proper noun; adverb; adjective

22.

Study the following sentence:
The winter sky seems to darken so quickly in July.
What are the parts of speech for the three underlined words?
A
article, common noun; adverb
B
pronoun; proper noun; adjective
C
pronoun; common noun; adjective
D
article; adjective; adverb

23.

What is the difference between a simile and a metaphor?
A
A simile is a part of speech and a metaphor is a figure of speech.
B
Both are comparisons, but similes use the words “as” or “like”.
C
They are examples of personification that we use in poetry and literature.
D
They are the same.

24.

Explain what the term “plot” refers to when studying a novel, play or short story.
A
It refers to the storyline – it is the details about what happens tin the story.
B
It has to do with the images the author uses and their meanings.
C
It describes the characters in the story.
D
It gives details about where and when the story takes place.

25.

What does the term “theme” refer to when we study poems and stories?
A
It’s all about the lesson a text has to teach the reader.
B
It explains the development of the storyline.
C
It shows you the form and structure of the text.
D
It is the central topic of the text.

26.

How does one explain the meaning between the literal and figurative meanings of images and
words in English texts?
A
B
C
D

The literal meaning is the hidden message behind the words and the figurative meaning
refers to the real meaning of the word or phrase.
The figurative meaning helps us to understand the shape of the story and the literal
meaning helps us to understand the literature.
The literal meaning of any word or phrase describes its real or dictionary meaning. The
figurative meaning of an image or word has to do with its deeper or hidden meaning.
There is no real difference between the two. They both refer to the different types of
words that authors or poets choose.

Copyright © Tickmark.co.za 2020
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27.

What is a rhetorical question?
A
It is a question that relies on rhetoric to make it clear.
B
It does not require an answer.
C
It requires an immediate answer.
D
It is a difficult question that cannot be answered.

28.

In the study of literature, the word “genre” refers to ...
A
the style in which the author wrote the book.
B
the general quality of the author’s writing.
C
the type of literature that is presented.
D
the type of narrator in a story.

Study the following sentence (K) and refer to it when answering questions 29 to 32:
Sentence K: The teacher slowly writes a few excellent sentences on the board.
29.

Which word or phrase forms the object of Sentence K?
A
a few excellent sentences
B
The teacher
C
writes
D
on the board

30.

In Sentence K, the word “on” is a(n) ...
A preposition
B article

31.

C predicate

In Sentence K, the word “excellent” is a(n) ...
A noun
B adverb
C adjective

D conjunction

D pronoun

32.

Which ONE of the following is Sentence K written in the perfect future tense?
A
The teacher will be slowly writing a few excellent sentences on the board.
B
The teacher will have slowly written a few excellent sentences on the board.
C
The teacher will slowly write a few excellent sentences on the board.
D
None of the above.

33.

What is the correct collective noun for a group of geese? It is a ...
A
flock of geese.
B
flight of geese.
C
gander of geese.
D
gaggle of geese.

34.

What is the diminutive for goose?
A gosling
B goosling

35.

C gooslet

D goosnet

When someone says, “My uncle has passed away” instead of “My uncle has died”, which figure
of speech is being used? It is a(n) ...
A euphemism
B pun
C hyperbole
D innuendo
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36.

The statement, “I can ensure you that I am trying my best” is an example of ...
A sarcasm
B satire
C malapropism
D oxymoron

37.

When someone says, “Let us have a braai (barbeque)”, the word “braai” is an example of ...
A jargon
B bias
C slang
D a colloquialism

38.

In the word “malnutrition”, the prefix “mal-“ has the following meaning:
A before
B bad
C against
D not

39.

If a person wants to “turn over a new leaf” ... what does he/she want to do?
A
He/She wants to start gardening.
B
He/She wants to do better or begin again.
C
He/She wants to write down what he/she is learning on a new page.
D
He/She wants to turn the page whilst reading a book.

40.

What does a person mean when he/she says that “Rome was not built in a day.”
A
He/She means that big projects take a lot of time to complete.
B
He/She means that the City of Rome took a long time to build.
C
He/She means that he/she wants to build a new future.
D
He/She means that one should try to do something useful every day.

41.

A book that the author writes about his/her own life is called a(n) ...
A Diary
B Autobiography C Biography
D Novel

42.

If a character in a story actually tells the story from his/her own point of view he/she is called ...
A
The first person narrator.
B
The second person narrator.
C
The third person narrator.
D
The main narrator.

43.

What is the difference between the “tone” and “mood” of a poem?
A
The tone refers to the imagery and the mood has to do with the message of the poem.
B
The tone is the attitude of the speaker/poet and the mood refers to the atmosphere
created by the tone.
C
The mood is the attitude of the speaker/poet and the tone refers to the atmosphere
created by the mood.
D
The tone of a poem has nothing to do with its mood.

44.

What is the function of the apostrophe in this sentence?
I haven’t got any idea what to do next.
A possession
B omission
C contraction

D plural

The abbreviation, “Prof.” written out in full is ...
A Professional
B Professor
C Proficient

D Profoertsek

The number 45 written out as a word is ...
A forty-five
B fortifive
C fourty five

D fourty-five

45.

46.
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47.

The statement, “A boiled egg every morning is hard to beat” is an example of a ...
A personification
B metaphor
C simile
D pun

48.

What is the difference between an idiom and a proverb?
A
A proverb comes from the Bible and an idiom does not.
B
A proverb contains a life lesson.
C
An idiom is a ridiculous statement that sounds funny.
D
A proverb and an idiom is exactly the same type of statement.

49.

Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT about a dash and a hyphen?
A
A hyphen is the same as a comma or a semi-colon.
B
A dash links two words to make a new compound word.
C
They are the same: that little stripe that hangs in the air.
D
A hyphen links two words to make a new compound word.

50.

What do we call the three little dots that sometimes end a sentence?
A
Ellipses
B
Quotation marks
C
Bullets
D
Italics

END OF DIAGNOSTIC TEST
[Make sure you now transfer your answers to the ANSWER SHEETS.]

How did you do?
How many of the questions do you THINK you got right?
Write down a possible total out of 50: ______
Now use the following pages as your memorandum to mark your test.

Remember to READ the discussion of this test (after the
memo).
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT TEST
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

MEMORANDUM
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Please turn the page ...
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
TOTAL:
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B
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
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DISCUSSION of the QUESTIONS and their ANSWERS:
This is a good teaching tool and platform to build other lessons on.
Spend lots of time on this and use plenty of examples to solidify learning.
1.

Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT about the use of the apostrophe?
A
We very rarely use the apostrophe to indicate the plural form of a word.
B
When writing the plural of the word apple, the answer is apple’s. Never!
We only use the apostrophe for plural to avoid confusion, e.g. “I got seven A’s on my report”
C
The apostrophe in the word it’s indicates possession.
It doesn’t! This is an example of a contraction.
D
The apostrophe in the word Michael’s indicates a contraction.
It doesn’t! This is an example of possession.

2.

Which ONE of the following sentences does NOT contain a spelling error?
A
That really is a beautiful dress.
B
I will probably recieve my package this afternoon. Should be receive.
The rule is: I before e, except after c!
C
I have recently had a change of adres. Should be address.
D
I am so greatful for this opportunity. Should be grateful.

3.

Which ONE of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A
Their not going to like the weather there. Should be “They’re” (They are)
B
There unable to attend this evening’s dinner party. Should be “They’re” (They are)
C
They’re are so many possibilities in life. Should be “There are”
D
All of the above sentences are incorrect.

4.

Study the following sentence:
My rich uncle is definitely a successful businessman.
Which ONE of the following statements about the sentence above is CORRECT?
A
The word uncle should be spelled with a capital “U”.
Only if you say: Hey, Uncle, let’s go!” Then you use “Uncle as a proper noun (name).
B
There are no spelling errors in the sentence.
C
Both the words successful and businessman have been misspelled.
D
The word definitely should be spelled as definately.

5.

Study the following sentences:
(i)
The weather is really great today. CORRECT
(ii)
I think the wether will improve this afternoon. Should be “weather”.
(iii)
You must take the dog for a walk, weather you like it or not. Should be “whether”.
(iv)
I don’t know whether I should go outside, or not. CORRECT
Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT?
A
All the sentences are incorrect.
B
Sentences (i) and (iv) are correct.
C
All the sentences are correct.
D
Sentences (ii) and (iii) are correct.
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6.

Sentence H:

My lunch cost more than fourty Rand.

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECTED version of sentence H?
A
My lunch costs more than forty rand.
B
My lunch cost more than fourty rands.
C
My lunch costs more than forty Rands.
D
There are no errors in sentence H.
7.

Study the following sentences:
(i)
I just want to live my live. Should be “life”.
(ii)
I went to see a life concert. Should be “live”.
(iii)
I hope to live long enough to see a live concert. CORRECT
(iv)
I life going to see live music. Should be “love”.
Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT?
A
Sentences (i), (ii) and (iii) are incorrect.
B
Sentences (i) and (ii) are correct.
C
Only sentence (iii) is correct.
D
None of the sentences are correct.

8.

Which ONE of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A
Your going to have to start doing you’re homework. Should be swopped!
B
You’re going to have to start doing you’re homework. Should be “your”.
C
Your going to have to start doing your homework. Should be “you’re”.
D
You’re going to have to start doing your homework.

9.

Study the following sentence:
I swallowed a tablet before I played a game on my tablet.
The two underlined words are ...
A Homophones
B Synonyms
C Homonyms
D Antonyms
Homonyms sound and are spelled the same. Homophones are spelled differently, but sound the same.
10.

11.

12.

Study the following sentence:
We only have one hour to finish our homework.
The two underlined words are ...
A Homophones
B Synonyms

C Homonyms

D Antonyms

Study the following sentence:
This group of learners is really noisy.
A synonym for the underlined word would be ...
A curious
B quiet

C friendly

D talkative

Study the following sentence:
Everyone loves a sunny day.
An antonym for the underlined word would be ...
A bright
B cloudy
C 24 hour
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13.

Study the following sentence:
Alot / A lot of poeple/people have now/know/no decided to except/accept the fact that there/their
will never be piece/peace on earth.

Which ONE of the following is the CORRECT version of the above statement?
A
A lot of poeple have now decided to accept the fact that there will never be piece on earth.
B
Alot people have now decided to except the fact that their will never be peace on earth.
C
A lot of people have now decided to accept the fact that there will never be peace on earth.
D
Alot of people have no decided to except the fact that their will never be piece on earth.
14.

Which ONE of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A
To the movies like to go to my friend and I.
B
My friend and I like to go to the movies.
C
My friend and me like going to the movies.

Leave out the “friend” and read the sentence again. You would never say, “Me would like to go to the movies”.

D
15.

Me and my friend like going to the movies.

Study this sentence:
I ____________ you that my friend is the best person for that job.
Which of the following words would be the best choice to complete the sentence?
A insure (like Outsurance!) B assure
C unsure (not sure)
D ensure (make sure)

16.
Which combination of the words two, too and to will make this sentence correct?
There are ____ many of us who want ____ eat ___ burgers!
A
too; to; two
B
two; too; to
C
to; too; two
D
None of the above
17.

Which combination of the words who, whose, who’s and whom will make the following
sentence correct?
I don't know ____ house we're using or with ____ I will go to the party. All I want to know is ____
playing the music!
A
who’s; whom; whose
B
whose; whom; who’s
C
who’s; who; whose
D
None of the above

18.

Only ONE of the following sentences is correct. Which one is it?
A
I fell into a manhole in the street.
B
I fell in to a man whole in the street.
C
I fell into a man whole in the street.
D
I fell in to a manhole in the street.
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19.

Which ONE of the following sentences is written in the passive voice?
A
The man said that he would explain his ideas to us the next day. Reported speech.
B
“I will explain my ideas to you tomorrow.” Direct Speech.
C
The man explained his ideas to us. Past tense.
D
The man’s ideas were explained to us. The subject and object have correctly been swopped.

20.

Which ONE of the following sentences is written as direct speech?
A
The man said that he would explain his ideas to us the next day.
B
“I will explain my ideas to you tomorrow.”
C
The man explained his ideas to us.
D
The man’s ideas were explained to us.

21.

Study the following sentence:
“I will go to Johannesburg tomorrow to visit my wonderful girlfriend.”
What are the parts of speech for the four underlined words?
A
article; common noun; verb; adverb
B
preposition; proper noun; verb; adjective
C
adjective; pronoun; adverb; adjective
D
conjunction; proper noun; adverb; adjective

22.

Study the following sentence:
The winter sky seems to darken so quickly in July.
What are the parts of speech for the three underlined words?
A
article, common noun; adverb
B
pronoun; proper noun; adjective
C
pronoun; common noun; adjective
D
article; adjective; adverb

23.

What is the difference between a simile and a metaphor?
A
A simile is a part of speech and a metaphor is a figure of speech.
B
Both are comparisons, but similes use the words “as” or “like”.
C
They are examples of personification that we use in poetry and literature.
D
They are the same.

24.

Explain what the term “plot” refers to when studying a novel, play or short story.
A
It refers to the storyline – it is the details about what happens tin the story.
B
It has to do with the images the author uses and their meanings.
C
It describes the characters in the story.
D
It gives details about where and when the story takes place. That’s the setting.

25.

What does the term “theme” refer to when we study poems and stories?
A
It’s all about the lesson a text has to teach the reader.
B
It explains the development of the storyline.
C
It shows you the form and structure of the text.
D
It is the central topic of the text.
It is usually a one-word abstract noun like “forgiveness”, “oppression” or “suffering”
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26.

How does one explain the meaning between the literal and figurative meanings of images and
words in English texts?
A
B
C
D

The literal meaning is the hidden message behind the words and the figurative meaning
refers to the real meaning of the word or phrase.
The figurative meaning helps us to understand the shape of the story and the literal
meaning helps us to understand the literature.
The literal meaning of any word or phrase describes its real or dictionary meaning. The
figurative meaning of an image or word has to do with its deeper or hidden meaning.
There is no real difference between the two. They both refer to the different types of
words that authors or poets choose.

27.

What is a rhetorical question?
A
It is a question that relies on rhetoric to make it clear. “Rhetoric” refers to speech-making
techniques like persuasion and emotive language.
B
It does not require an answer.
C
It requires an immediate answer.
D
It is a difficult question that cannot be answered.

28.

In the study of literature, the word “genre” refers to ...
A
the style in which the author wrote the book.
Style is more about being formal or informal.
B
the general quality of the author’s writing.
C
the type of literature that is presented.
Other genres include poetry, novel, drama and short stories.
D
the type of narrator in a story.

Study the following sentence (K) and refer to it when answering questions 29 to 32:
Sentence K: The teacher slowly writes a few excellent sentences on the board.
29.

Which word or phrase forms the object of Sentence K?
A
a few excellent sentences
B
The teacher This is the subject of the sentence.
C
writes
This is the finite verb of the sentence.
D
on the board This is an adjectival phrase (where).

30.

In Sentence K, the word “on” is a(n) ...
A preposition
B article (The)

31.

32.

C predicate (verb phrase) D conjunction NA

In Sentence K, the word “excellent” is a(n) ...
A noun
B adverb
C adjective

D pronoun

Which ONE of the following is Sentence K written in the past continuous tense?
A
The teacher had been slowly writing a few excellent sentences on the board.
B
The teacher has slowly written a few excellent sentences on the board.
C
The teacher slowly wrote a few excellent sentences on the board.
D
The teacher was slowly writing a few excellent sentences on the board.
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33.

What is the correct collective noun for a group of geese? It is a ...
A
flock of geese.
B
flight of geese.
C
gander of geese. Gander is actually a male goose!
D
gaggle of geese.

34.

What is the diminutive for goose?
A gosling
B goosling

35.

C gooslet

D goosnet

When someone says, “My uncle has passed away” instead of “My uncle has died”, which figure
of speech is being used? It is a(n) ...
A euphemism
(A softer term for a harsh one, e.g. She is “full-figured” instead of “fat”!)
B pun (A play on words, e.g. “My friend had his left side cut off. He is alright now.” Hie-hie!)
C hyperbole (exaggeration for effect. E.g. “I have a million problems.”)
D innuendo (Hinting at a negative or naughty hidden meaning, e.g. “He has been spending lots of time with
his girlfriend, if you know what I mean.” [The nudge-nudge effect with a winking eye is implied here!]

😉

36.

The statement, “I can ensure you that I am trying my best” is an example of ...
A sarcasm
B satire
C malapropism
D oxymoron
A malapropism is the wrong word used instead of the correct one. (In this example, “ensure”
should be “assure”). Sarcasm is a biting remark. Satire is joking with society. An oxymoron is a
contradicting statement.

37.

When someone says, “Let us have a braai (barbeque)”, the word “braai” is an example of ...
A jargon
B bias
C slang
D a colloquialism
A colloquialism is only used by a specific type of person from a specific area.
Jargon is subject specific language, e.g. A computer expert talks about “megabytes” and
“servers”. A cricket player will discuss “overs” and “leg-by’s”.
“Bias” is being prejudiced – the coach of a team cannot be the umpire for the game!
“Slang” is poor English ... and should not be used... at all!

38.

In the word “malnutrition”, the prefix “mal-“ has the following meaning:
A before (pre-)
B bad
C against
(anti-)
D not (im-, un- or in-)

39.

If a person wants to “turn over a new leaf” ... what does he/she want to do?
A
He/She wants to start gardening.
B
He/She wants to do better or begin again.
C
He/She wants to write down what he/she is learning on a new page.
D
He/She wants to turn the page whilst reading a book.

40.

What does a person mean when he/she says that “Rome was not built in a day.”
A
He/She means that big projects take a lot of time to complete.
B
He/She means that the City of Rome took a long time to build.
C
He/She means that he/she wants to build a new future.
D
He/She means that one should try to do something useful every day.
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41.

A book that the author writes about his/her own life is called a(n) ...
A Diary
B Autobiography C Biography
D Novel

42.

If a character in a story actually tells the story from his/her own point of view he/she is called ...
A
The first person narrator.
B
The second person narrator. That’s the reader!
C
The third person narrator. Omniscient outsider looking in.
D
The main narrator. Nah!

43.

What is the difference between the “tone” and “mood” of a poem?
A
The tone refers to the imagery and the mood has to do with the message of the poem.
B
The tone is the attitude of the speaker/poet and the mood refers to the atmosphere
created by the tone.
C
The mood is the attitude of the speaker/poet and the tone refers to the atmosphere
created by the mood.
D
The tone of a poem has nothing to do with its mood.

44.

What is the function of the apostrophe in this sentence?
I haven’t got any idea what to do next.
A possession
B omission
C contraction
D plural
A contraction is the joining of two words, e.g. I + am = I’m.
Omission is actually when a letter of ONE word is left out, e.g. “I cannot eat fish ‘cause I am
allergic to it.”

45.

The abbreviation, “Prof.” written out in full is ...
A Professional
B Professor
C Proficient

D Profoertsek

The number 45 written out as a word is ...
A forty-five
B fortifive
C fourty five

D fourty-five

46.

47.

The statement, “A boiled egg every morning is hard to beat” is an example of a ...
A personification
B metaphor
C simile
D pun

48.

What is the difference between an idiom and a proverb?
A
A proverb comes from the Bible and an idiom does not.
B
A proverb contains a life lesson.
C
An idiom is a ridiculous statement that sounds funny.

An example of an idiom is, “To beat around the bush” ... which has nothing to do with a bush! It means that a person is not being clear and
saying what he/she wants to. But there’s no lesson.
“You can bring a horse to water, but you can’t make it drink” is however a proverb because it means that you can only help a person up to
a certain point ... before they have to help themselves!

49.

D
A proverb and an idiom is exactly the same type of statement.
Which ONE of the following statements is CORRECT about a dash and a hyphen?
A
A hyphen is the same as a comma or a semi-colon.
B
A dash links two words to make a new compound word.
C
They are the same: that little stripe that hangs in the air.
D
A hyphen links two words to make a new compound word.
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50.

What do we call the three little dots that sometimes end a sentence?
A
Ellipses
B
Quotation marks
C
Bullets
D
Italics

I hope you have enjoyed this discussion.
If you saw some errors or would like to add to it ... please email us at
info@tickmark.co.za
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4.

How to use the worksheets





The worksheets in this ebook are meant to be used individually and can be printed as separate
exercises to help learners develop various language skills.
They are not supposed to be used as a textbook and should be incorporated as individual tools in a
well-prepared teacher’s preparation and an arsenal of good lessons.
They don’t link to each other. They do not constitute an “integrated learning plan” or do any of
the stuff that education experts want us as educators to do when we create a set.
These pages are simply stand-alone worksheets that teachers can offer to their learners to
practise their skills as life-long learners of the English language.

Here’s how it works:
1. Every separate worksheet should be printed and given to learners individually.
2. Learners should attempt the work on their own first. This allows them to see what they already
know and what they still have to learn. This process should not be interrupted. It’s okay to NOT
know all the answers!
3. Now learners should perhaps (if applicable) help each other in pairs. When they explain things to
each other ... they learn on a different level.
4. Every worksheet is followed by its exact copy ... this time with the answers. The learners can mark
their own work or the educator could share the answers as part of the lesson.
5. Teachers should give more examples and clarify the rules.
6. Learners should be allowed to ask questions. Encourage them to do so.
7. The answers should not be given to learners until they have completed the work.
8. The tests and exams in this ebook should NOT be used as formal assessments. They should ONLY
be used as practise tests or revision exercises.
9. Every assessment should be completed before a teacher helps. This assists learners in overcoming
“test fear” and coaches them to handle the lonely experience of taking a test.
10. Some pages are posters or templates. Like the “word of the day”. Kids love this!
11. Please enjoy teaching every page. They should NEVER be handed out as “notes” that some lazy
teacher expects his/her kids to learn!
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Worksheet 1:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

INTERJECTIONS EXERCISE: Complete the table:

Sentences to be completed
Be careful with the spelling and punctuation!

Possible
Answers

___________ Amigo, I will see you later!
___________ that was a really scary movie!
___________, he probably cheated on that test!
___________ I am so sorry – I didn’t mean to do that!
___________ Why are you wearing a jersey in this heat?
___________ We finally got the loan!
___________ ... that feels so much better!
___________ I think I found the solution to the problem!
___________ ... the new BMW 5-Series!
___________ I’m glad we’re all in agreement.
___________ – I knew I would find you here!
___________ Francesco, see you tomorrow!
___________ Here I am!
___________ I could really do with a cold drink now!
___________ It’s so cold today!
___________ How can you eat that?
___________, that looks interesting!
___________, it’s of no use crying over spilt milk.
___________ What are we going to do with this mess?
___________, what did you think would happen?
___________ ... look at that lady’s beautiful dress!
___________ , I am truly lost now!

Great
Ciao
Brrr
Man
Ooh
Well, duh
Eureka
Good grief
Aloha
Oh well
Adios
Jeepers
Ooh-la-la
Ahh
Hallelujah
Oops
Alas
Humph
Ha-ha
Yoo-hoo
Oh dear
Lo and
behold
Ew

23 ___________ Welcome to the island!
Can you think of some more interjections?
List them below and make a sentence to explain their
meanings. Also indicate the emotion that being shown.
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Feeling
or
Emotion

Worksheet 1:

INTERJECTIONS EXERCISE: Suggested Answers

Sentences to be completed
Be careful with the spelling and punctuation!
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Possible
Answers

Adios, amigo, I will see you later!
Jeepers, that was a really scary movie!
Humph, he probably cheated on that test!
Oops! I am so sorry – I didn’t mean to do that!
Good grief, why are you wearing a jersey in this heat?
Hallelujah, We finally got the loan!
Ahh ... that feels so much better!
Eureka , I think I found the solution to the problem!
Lo and behold ... the new BMW 5-Series!
Great! I’m glad we’re all in agreement.
Ha-ha – I knew I would find you here!
Ciao, Francesco, see you tomorrow!
Yoo-hoo , here I am!
Man! I could really do with a cold drink now!
Brrr, it’s so cold today!
Ew, how can you eat that?
Ooh, that looks interesting!
Oh well, it’s of no use crying over spilt milk.
Oh dear, what are we going to do with this mess?
Well, duh , what did you think would happen?
Ooh-la-la ... look at that lady’s beautiful dress!
Alas, I am truly lost now!
Aloha, welcome to the island!
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Feeling
or
Emotion

Worksheet 2:

FIGURATIVE Language

Date: ________________

We should already know three types of figures of speech that are comparisons:
1)

2)

3)

Definition:
Example:

In this worksheet, we will be learning about 5 more types of Figures of Speech – ones
that do not contain a comparison. They are ...
PUN

SATIRE

SARCASM

IRONY

and

EUPHEMISM

Can you give a definition and an example of each? Complete the following table:
Figure of speech
PUN

Definition (what is it?)

Examples

SATIRE

SARCASM

IRONY

EUPHEMISM

Other figures of speech include hyperbole, oxymoron, understatement, etc..
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Worksheet 2:

FIGURATIVE Language

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

We should already know three types of figures of speech that are comparisons:
1) Simile

2) Metaphor

3) Personification

A comparison with “like” or
“as”.
e.g. “I am as hungry as a lion.”

A direct comparison without the
words “like” or “as”.
e.g. “You are a real pig!”

When something that is dead is
given a human characteristic.
e.g. “The sunflowers greeted me
with big yellow smiles.”

In this worksheet, we will be learning about 5 more types of Figures of Speech – ones
that do not contain a comparison. They are ...
PUN

SATIRE

SARCASM

IRONY

and

EUPHEMISM

Can you give a definition and an example of each? Complete the following table:
Figure of speech
PUN

SATIRE

SARCASM

IRONY

EUPHEMISM

Definition (what is it?)

Examples

A clever and creative play on words
where the double meaning creates
humour.

“Have you heard about the actor that
fell through the floor? He was just
going through a stage.”

Puns are often used as headlines in
the press or as jokes and riddles.
Satire is when someone uses irony,
sarcasm and cleverness to tease or
joke with certain people in society or
to expose the foolishness of humans.
A sarcastic person is trying to
humiliate, insult or hurt someone.
Typically someone will say one thing
but mean something else.

There are hundreds of funny puns on
the internet. Just Google “puns”!
Many artists, like Trevor Noah and
Ellen DeGeneres love to make jokes
using satire. Cartoons often use satire
to make people laugh at life.
The teacher pulled a face and said
sarcastically: “You think you are very
clever, hey?” [He is actually trying to
tell the learner that he/she is not so
clever after all.
“I love washing the dishes!

When one thing is being said but the
opposite meaning is implied.
When something is expected to
happen ... but the complete opposite
happens.
A soft or polite way to say something
harsh or shocking.

It is ironic that someone who loves
cats is allergic to them!
Her grandmother has passed away
(instead of “died”)

Other figures of speech include hyperbole, oxymoron, understatement, etc..
Look up these words and their meanings. Can you find some examples of each?
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Study Sheet 1
Top 20 Figures of Speech

(For advanced learners)

Use these definitions to complete the worksheet that follows.
Using original figures of speech in our writing is a way to convey meanings in fresh,
unexpected ways. They can help our readers understand and stay interested in what we
have to say.
1. Alliteration: The repetition of an initial consonant sound. Example: She sells seashells
by the seashore.
2. Anaphora: The repetition of the same word or phrase at the beginning of successive
clauses or verses. Example: Unfortunately, I was in the wrong place at the wrong time on
the wrong day.
3. Antithesis: The juxtaposition of contrasting ideas in balanced phrases. Example: As
Abraham Lincoln said, "Folks who have no vices have very few virtues."
4. Apostrophe: Directly addressing a non-existent person or an inanimate object as
though it were a living being. Example: "Oh, you stupid car, you never work when I need
you to," Bert sighed.
5. Assonance: Identity or similarity in sound between internal vowels in neighbouring
words. Example: How now, brown cow?
6. Chiasmus: A verbal pattern in which the second half of an expression is balanced
against the first but with the parts reversed. Example: The famous chef said people
should live to eat, not eat to live.
7. Euphemism: The substitution of an inoffensive term for one considered offensively
explicit. Example: "We're teaching our toddler how to go potty," Bob said.
8. Hyperbole: An extravagant statement; the use of exaggerated terms for the purpose of
emphasis or heightened effect. Example: I have a ton of things to do when I get home.
9. Irony: The use of words to convey the opposite of their literal meaning. Also,
a statement or situation where the meaning is contradicted by the appearance or
presentation of the idea. Example: "Oh, I love spending big bucks," said my dad, a
notorious penny pincher.
10. Litotes: A figure of speech consisting of an understatement in which an affirmative is
expressed by negating its opposite. Example: A million dollars is no small chunk of
change.
11. Metaphor: An implied comparison between two dissimilar things that have something
in common. Example: "All the world's a stage."
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12. Metonymy: A figure of speech in a word or phrase is substituted for another with
which it's closely associated; also, the rhetorical strategy of describing something
indirectly by referring to things around it. Example: "That stuffed suit with the briefcase
is a poor excuse for a salesman," the manager said angrily.
13. Onomatopoeia: The use of words that imitate the sounds associated with the objects or
actions they refer to. Example: The clap of thunder went bang and scared my poor dog.
14. Oxymoron: A figure of speech in which incongruous or contradictory terms appear
side by side. Example: "He popped the jumbo shrimp in his mouth."
15. Paradox: A statement that appears to contradict itself. Example: "This is the
beginning of the end," said Eeyore, always the pessimist.
16. Personification: A figure of speech in which an inanimate object or abstraction is
endowed with human qualities or abilities. Example: That kitchen knife will take a bite
out of your hand if you don't handle it safely.
17. Pun: A play on words, sometimes on different senses of the same word and sometimes
on the similar sense or sound of different words. Example: Jessie looked up from her
breakfast and said, "A boiled egg every morning is hard to beat."
18. Simile: A stated comparison (usually formed with "like" or "as") between two
fundamentally dissimilar things that have certain qualities in common. Example:
Roberto was white as a sheet after he walked out of the horror movie.
19. Synecdoche: A figure of speech in which a part is used to represent the
whole. Example: Tina is learning her ABC's in preschool.
20. Understatement: A figure of speech in which a writer or speaker deliberately makes a
situation seem less important or serious than it is. Example: "You could say Babe Ruth
was a decent ballplayer," the reporter said with a wink.

Use this information sheet to try and complete worksheet 3
on the next page. It is quite difficult, so you might need
to ask for some help here.
Ask Google to help you pronounce the words and provide more
examples. Most learners will not have to know ALL these, but
we included them so you could see how many MORE types of
figures of speech there are than just similes and metaphors!
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Worksheet 3:
Connect the Examples with the Figures of speech:
Figure of
speech

Your
Answer

Definition

Possible
answers

Understatement Deliberately making a
situation seem less
1
important or serious
than it is
Synecdoche
A part is used to
2
represent the whole
Simile
Comparison (usually
3
formed with "like" or
"as")
Oxymoron
A figure of speech in
which incongruous or
4
contradictory terms
appear side by side.
Anaphora
The repetition of the
same word or phrase
5
at the beginning of
successive clauses or
verses.
Personification
An inanimate object or
abstraction is endowed
6
with human qualities
or abilities.
Paradox
A statement that
7
appears to contradict
itself.
Antithesis
The juxtaposition of
8
contrasting ideas in
balanced phrases.
Apostrophe
Directly addressing a
non-existent person or
9
an inanimate object as
though it were a living
being.
Litotes
An understatement in
which an affirmative is
10
expressed by negating
its opposite.
Onomatopoeia
The use of words that
imitate the sounds
11
associated with the
objects or actions they
refer to.
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Examples
"All the world's a stage."

A

B
C

D

She sells seashells by the seashore.
"Oh, you stupid car, you never
work when I need you to," Bert
sighed.
"We're teaching our toddler how
to go potty," the mom said.

The famous chef said people
should live to eat, not eat to live.
E

F

G

A boiled egg every morning is hard
to beat.

"Oh, I love spending big bucks,"
said my dad, a notorious penny
pincher.
How now, brown cow?

H

I

"You could say Michael Jackson
had a little bit of talent," the
reporter said with a wink.

That joke was seriously funny!
J
Tina is learning her ABC's in
preschool.
K
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Metonymy
12
Chiasmus
13

Assonance
14
Hyperbole
15
Pun

A word or phrase is
substituted for another
with which it's closely
associated.
A verbal pattern in
which the second half
of an expression is
balanced against the
first but with the parts
reversed.
Similarity in sound
between internal
vowels in neighbouring
words.
The use of exaggerated
terms for the purpose
of emphasis or
heightened effect.
A play on words

16

L
Roberto was white as a sheet after
he walked out of the horror movie.
M

N

O

P
Metaphor

17
Alliteration
18
Euphemism
19
Irony
20

This is the beginning of the end!

An implied comparison
between two dissimilar
things that have
something in common.
The repetition of an
initial consonant sound
The substitution of an
inoffensive term for
one considered
offensively explicit.
The use of words to
convey the opposite of
their literal meaning.
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Q

R

S

T

As Abraham Lincoln said, "Folks
who have no vices have very few
virtues."
The clap of thunder went bang and
scared me.

That kitchen knife will take a bite
out of your hand if you don't
handle it safely.
That stuffed suit with the briefcase
is a poor excuse for a salesman!

Unfortunately, I was in the wrong
place at the wrong time on the
wrong day.
I have a ton of things to do when I
get home.

A million dollars is no small chunk
of change.
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Worksheet 3:

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

Connect the Examples with the Figures of speech:
Figure of
speech

Correct
Answers

Definition

Understatement Deliberately making a
situation seem less
1
important or serious
than it is
Synecdoche
A part is used to
2
represent the whole
Simile
Comparison (usually
3
formed with "like" or
"as")
Oxymoron
A figure of speech in
which incongruous or
4
contradictory terms
appear side by side.
Anaphora
The repetition of the
same word or phrase
5
at the beginning of
successive clauses or
verses.
Personification
An inanimate object or
abstraction is endowed
6
with human qualities
or abilities.
Paradox
A statement that
7
appears to contradict
itself.
Antithesis
The juxtaposition of
8
contrasting ideas in
balanced phrases.
Apostrophe
Directly addressing a
non-existent person or
9
an inanimate object as
though it were a living
being.
Litotes
An understatement in
which an affirmative is
10
expressed by negating
its opposite.
Onomatopoeia
The use of words that
imitate the sounds
11
associated with the
objects or actions they
refer to.
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Possible
answers

I

Examples
"All the world's a stage."

A
K

B

M
C
J
D
R

She sells seashells by the
seashore.
"Oh, you stupid car, you never
work when I need you to," Bert
sighed.
"We're teaching our toddler how
to go potty," the mom said.

The famous chef said people
should live to eat, not eat to live.
E

P
F
L
G
N

A boiled egg every morning is
hard to beat.

"Oh, I love spending big bucks,"
said my dad, a notorious penny
pincher.
How now, brown cow?

H
C
I

T

"You could say Michael Jackson
had a little bit of talent," the
reporter said with a wink.

That joke was seriously funny!
J

O
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Tina is learning her ABC's in
preschool.
K
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Metonymy
12
Chiasmus
13

Assonance
14
Hyperbole
15
Pun

A word or phrase is
substituted for another
with which it's closely
associated.
A verbal pattern in
which the second half
of an expression is
balanced against the
first but with the parts
reversed.
Similarity in sound
between internal
vowels in neighbouring
words.
The use of exaggerated
terms for the purpose
of emphasis or
heightened effect.
A play on words

Q
L
E
M

H
N
S
O
F

16

P
Metaphor

17
Alliteration
18
Euphemism
19
Irony
20

This is the beginning of the end!

An implied comparison A
between two dissimilar
things that have
something in common.
The repetition of an
B
initial consonant sound
The substitution of an
inoffensive term for
one considered
offensively explicit.
The use of words to
convey the opposite of
their literal meaning.

Q

R

D
S
G
T

Roberto was white as a sheet
after he walked out of the horror
movie.

As Abraham Lincoln said, "Folks
who have no vices have very few
virtues."
The clap of thunder went bang
and scared me.

That kitchen knife will take a bite
out of your hand if you don't
handle it safely.
That stuffed suit with the
briefcase is a poor excuse for a
salesman!
Unfortunately, I was in the wrong
place at the wrong time on the
wrong day.
I have a ton of things to do when
I get home.

A million dollars is no small chunk
of change.

How many of these could you answer ...
without looking at the Study Sheet?
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Worksheet 4:

Analysing a cartoon:

1

2

Questions:
1.

Describe the facial expressions and body language of the man and woman in each
frame. Also explain what these visual clues mean.
Man
Frame Description:
One
Meaning:

Frame Description:
Two
Meaning:

Copyright © Tickmark.co.za 2020

Woman
Description:

Meaning:

Description:

Meaning:
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2.

In your opinion, how old are the characters in this cartoon? Motivate your answer
by referring to their physical appearances.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
3.

What comment is this cartoon making about people’s use of technology in daily life
today? ______________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
3.

Explain the figure of speech used by the man in frame 1.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4.

Write the man’s words (frame 1) into more formal English. Use full sentences, write
out the contractions and use correct spelling and punctuation.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5.

The cartoonist uses specific visual clues to depict the setting. Discuss.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6.

Write the quoted words in frame 2 into indirect speech:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
7.

The heading of the cartoon says, “Our connected world ...”.
This is an ironic statement. Would you agree? Motivate your answer.

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet 4:

Analysing a cartoon

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

1

2

Questions:
1.

Describe the facial expressions and body language of the man and woman in each
frame. Also explain what these visual clues mean.
Man

Woman

Frame Description: His mouth is wide open and Description: She is leaning back and her
his eyes are very wide open too. He is
eyes are also wide open. Her shoulders
One
grabbing the woman by the arms and
leaning forward.
Meaning: This means he is very upset
and shouting at her. He is very
concerned about her and expressing his
worries about her whereabouts before
this moment.
Frame Description: His mouth is half open and
his eyes are wide open, but with his
Two
eyebrows drawn towards each other. He
is looking at his phone.
Meaning: He looks confused and
surprised by what she says in her
message.

2.

are pulled up and she is pouting.

Meaning: She is shocked and
apprehensive – she does not understand
what he is concerned about.

Description: Her mouth is open and her
eyes are wide open. She is now leaning
over towards the man.
Meaning: She is talking to him, trying to
allay his fears.

In your opinion, how old are the characters in this cartoon? Motivate your answer
by referring to their physical appearances.
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They are probably quite young and in their twenties. His hair is short and spiky with a little
goatee (beard) and he is wearing an earring. These are typical of a young man. She has long hair
that are styled in a fashionable way and her skin is smooth.

3.

What comment is this cartoon making about people’s use of technology in daily life
today?
The cartoonist is joking with people’s obsession to put everything they do online. He is using
satire to highlight the fact that people don’t communicate normally anymore and that if what
you are doing is not mentioned on some digital or social platform, it is as if you have
disappeared!

3.

Explain the figure of speech used by the man in frame 1.
He is using a simile to express his shock when his girlfriend “disappeared”. He is using the image
of the “face of the earth” (also personification!) and her “falling off “it – he is saying that he felt
like she had completely disappeared. You could also say that this extreme statement is
hyperbole – when someone uses exaggeration for effect.

4.

Write the man’s words (frame 1) into more formal English. Use full sentences, write
out the contractions and use correct spelling and punctuation.
“Where have you been! (only one punctuation mark) You have not sent me any text messages or
made any comments on your blog. You have not updated your status on Facebook. It is like you
have fallen off the face of the earth!” (no contractions in formal language)

5.

The cartoonist uses specific visual clues to depict the setting. Discuss.
They are probably a couple who are clearly at home in their flat or apartment. We know this
because we can see the furniture (like the couch), a pc, door frame and roof lights etc..

6.

Write the quoted words in frame 2 into indirect speech:
The woman said (typed) that she was upstairs and was going to the bathroom. She also stated
that she would be right back.

7.

The heading of the cartoon says, “Our connected world ...”.
This is an ironic statement. Would you agree? Motivate your answer.
Yes, because the couple are not really so connected, are they? They are in the same building
(their home) but he did not know where she was! It is ironic that people who live so closely
together are completely disconnected in real life. In a broader sense, in this world, people
sometimes feel more lonely, in spite of the many ways that we now have to communicate with
each other.
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Worksheet 5: Vocabulary
Exercise 1: Name the PERSON who makes a living by using:
1.1 a scalpel

_________________

1.2

fuse wire

_________________

1.3 lead pipes

_________________

1.4

a fish hook _________________

1.5 a spanner

_________________

1.6

a tray

1.7 a plough

_________________

1.8

a telescope _________________

1.9 a camera

_________________

1.10 an anvil

1.11 nails

_________________

1.12 a cash register _______________

1.13 a rifle

_________________

1.14 a red pen

_________________

_________________

_________________

1.15 a stethoscope

1.16 a lathe

_________________

_________________

1.17 a whisk

1.18 an axe

_________________

_________________

1.19 a medical bag

_________________

1.20 a syringe ______________

1.21 x-rays

_________________

1.22 a lawnmower ________________

1.23 a piano

_________________

1.24 scissors

1.25 a knife

_________________

1.26 an angle grinder _______________

_________________

Exercise 2: More job questions:
2.1 Who does the boss’ filing? ___________________________________________
2.2 Who answers the phone at the front desk? _____________________________
2.3 What is a “PA”? ____________________________________________________
2.4 What does it mean to be “an apprentice”? _______________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2.5 What makes someone “a professional”? ________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2.6 Give another word (verb) used when someone loses their job: _____________
2.7 What’s the difference between a surgeon and a physician?
2.8 What makes a psychiatrist different from a psychologist?
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Exercise 3: Synonyms: UNDERLINE the best synonym for each word in BOLD and
show that you understand the word by writing a sentence of your own:
3.1 belligerent:

friendly

aggressive

depressed

______________________________________________________________________
3.2 optimistic:

hopeful

irritating

complete

______________________________________________________________________
3.3 impartial:

incomplete

unfair

neutral

______________________________________________________________________
3.4 rational:

normal

reasonable

hungry

______________________________________________________________________
3.5 famished:

well-known

destroyed

hungry

______________________________________________________________________
3.6 devastated:

destroyed

ashamed

shocked

______________________________________________________________________
3.7 electrified:

charged

excited

shocked

______________________________________________________________________
3.8 despondent:

rude

satisfied

discouraged

______________________________________________________________________
3.9 sublime:

unconscious

thoughtful

magnificent

______________________________________________________________________
3.10 divergent:

abnormal

beautiful

exceptional

______________________________________________________________________
3.11 hypocritical:

very honest

extremely critical

two-faced

______________________________________________________________________
3.12 dexterity:

nimbleness

unreliability

stupidity

______________________________________________________________________
Challenge: Can you give the part of speech for each of the twelve words above?
Which of these words are new to you? ____________________________________
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Exercise 4: Explain the meaning of the following concepts:
4.1 Reliability:

______________________________________________________

4.2 Morals:

______________________________________________________

4.3 Ethics:

______________________________________________________

4.4 Values:

______________________________________________________

4.5 Principles:

______________________________________________________

4.6 Expert:

______________________________________________________

4.7 Humility:

______________________________________________________

4.8 Competence: ______________________________________________________
4.9 Honesty:

______________________________________________________

4.10 Etiquette:

______________________________________________________

4.11 Consistency: ______________________________________________________
4.12 Protocol:

______________________________________________________

4.13 Integrity:

______________________________________________________

4.14 Punctuality: ______________________________________________________
Exercise 5: Make sentences to explain the meaning of the following word pairs:
5.1 older:

___________________________________________________________

elder:

___________________________________________________________

5.2 scene: ___________________________________________________________
scenery: _________________________________________________________
5.3 remember: _______________________________________________________
remind: ___________________________________________________________
5.4 stake: ___________________________________________________________
steak: ___________________________________________________________
5.5 stationary: ________________________________________________________
stationery: _________________________________________________________
5.6 dessert: __________________________________________________________
desert: ___________________________________________________________
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Exercise 6: Give the correct form of the name of each country:
Examples: (South Africa) gold ... South African

(England) soldiers ... English
6.1

(Ireland) lakes

____________________________________

6.2

(Persia) carpets

____________________________________

6.3

(Switzerland) watches

____________________________________

6.4

(Finland) rifles

____________________________________

6.5

(Malawi) tobacco

____________________________________

6.6

(Norway) sardines

____________________________________

6.7

(Tibet) monks

____________________________________

6.8

(Cyprus) fruit

____________________________________

6.9

(France) perfume

____________________________________

6.10

(Zaire) copper

____________________________________

6.11

(Mexico) hats

____________________________________

6.12

(Wales) coal

____________________________________

6.13

(Portugal) food

____________________________________

6.14

(Denmark) cheese

____________________________________

6.15

(Scotland) music

____________________________________

6.16

(Peru) mountains

____________________________________

6.17

(China) porcelain

____________________________________

6.18

(USA) movies

____________________________________

6.19

(Ghana) cacao

____________________________________

6.20

(Spain) dances

____________________________________

Do you think people in Turkey like chicken? Do Hungarians diet a lot? Do Russians eat Viennas? Are all the
people from Iceland cool? Do you think people from Fiji find it hard to sit still?
Do people from Cameroon
like having their picture taken?
I used to like Russian dolls until I realised they were full of themselves!
England doesn't have a kidney bank, but it does have a Liverpool.
The Irish should be rich because their
capital is always Dublin.
When I go to West Africa I'm Ghana make sure Togo to Mali and then I can say I've
Benin Timbuktu.
It is tough to do inventories in Afghanistan because of the tally ban. If you said you were
from South America, I would not Bolivia!
Can you think of Samoa puns?
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Worksheet 5:
Exercise 1:

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

VOCABULARY

Name the PERSON who makes a living by using:

1.1 a scalpel

Surgeon

1.2

fuse wire

electrician

1.3 lead pipes

plumber

1.4

a fish hook

fisherman

1.5 a spanner

mechanic

1.6

a tray

waiter/waitress

1.7 a plough

farmer

1.8

a telescope

astronomer

1.9 a camera

photographer

1.10

an anvil

blacksmith

1.11 nails

carpenter

1.12

a cash register

salesperson

1.13 a rifle

soldier/hunter

1.14

a red pen

teacher/educator

1.16

a lathe

Fitter & turner

1.18

an axe

Lumberjack

1.20

a syringe

nurse

1.15 a stethoscope
1.17 a whisk

doctor
Chef/Cook

1.19 a medical bag

paramedic

1.21 x-rays

radiographer

1.22

a lawnmower

gardener

1.23 a piano

pianist

1.24

scissors

barber/tailor

1.26

an angle grinder

welder/handyman

1.25 a knife butcher
Exercise 2:

More job questions:

2.1 Who does the boss’ filing? Secretary
2.2 Who answers the phone at the front desk?
2.3 What is a “PA”?

Receptionist

Personal assistant

2.4 What does it mean to be “an apprentice”? It is a person who is learning a trade
from a skilled employer, having agreed to work for a fixed period at low wages.
2.5 What makes someone “a professional”? A person who is qualified through a
degree or diploma to do a specific profession/job. A highly skilled person.
2.6 Another word used when someone loses their job: fired/sacked/dismissed
2.7 What’s the difference between a surgeon and a physician? A surgeon is trained to
do operations in a theatre. He/she is a specialist in their field.
2.8 What makes a psychiatrist different from a psychologist? A psychiatrist is a doctor.
They are allowed to prescribe medicine. A psychiatrist has a higher qualification.
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Exercise 3: Synonyms: UNDERLINE the best synonym for each word in BOLD and
show that you understand the word by writing a sentence of your own:
3.1 belligerent:

friendly

aggressive

depressed

My brother was always belligerent and ready to fight.
3.2 optimistic:

hopeful

irritating

complete

I am very optimistic about South Africa’s future, in spite of what the pessimists say!
3.3 impartial:

incomplete

unfair

neutral

We needed the teacher’s impartial advice to settle this dispute between us.
3.4 rational:

normal

reasonable

hungry

One has to be rational in one’s thinking when making an important decision.
3.5 famished:

well-known

destroyed

hungry

I am so famished I could eat a whole bucket of chicken right now!
3.6 devastated:

destroyed

ashamed

shocked

The town was devastated by the hurricane and had to be completely rebuilt.
3.7 electrified:

charged

excited

shocked

The audience was electrified by the artist’s excellent performance.
3.8 despondent:

rude

satisfied

discouraged

After not getting the job my father felt very despondent and almost gave up hope.
3.9 sublime:

unconscious

thoughtful

magnificent

The band’s performance of that song was sublime – it really moved us all!
3.10 divergent:

abnormal

beautiful

exceptional

The couple discovered that their fields of interests were divergent and incompatible.
3.11 hypocritical:

very honest

extremely critical

two-faced

The hypocritical politicians did not stick to their promises after the election.
3.12 dexterity:

nimbleness

unreliability

stupidity

The gymnast showed incredible dexterity and delivered a graceful performance.
Challenge: Can you give the part of speech for each of the twelve words above?
Let learners give the answers orally ... e.g. 3.12 = abstract noun; 3.11 = adjective
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Exercise 4:

Explain the meaning of the following concepts:

4.1 Reliability:

The quality of being trustworthy or of performing consistently well.

4.2 Morals:

Standards of behaviour; principles of what is right and wrong.

4.3 Ethics:

The basic concepts and fundamental principles of decent human conduct.

4.4 Values:

Beliefs about good behaviour. It helps us choose what is important in life.

4.5 Principles:

A truth that serves as the foundation for a system of belief or behaviour.

4.6 Expert:

A person who is very knowledgeable about or skilful in a particular area.

4.7 Humility:

Someone who has humility is humble and not proud.

4.8 Competence:

The ability to do something successfully or efficiently.
A competent person can do the job!

4.9 Honesty:

Telling the truth

4.10 Etiquette:

The customary rules that control accepted and polite behaviour.

4.11 Consistency:

Doing things the same way over time to be fair or accurate.

4.12 Protocol:

The rules to be followed at official ceremonies and occasions.

4.13 Integrity:

What you say and do is the same.

4.14 Punctuality:

Being on time!

Exercise 5:

Make sentences to explain the meaning of the following word pairs:

5.1 older:

This house is older than that one and has to be refurbished.

elder:
5.2 scene:

My elder brother had a birthday last week.
When the police arrived the suspect had already fled the scene.

scenery: The scenery along the garden route was breath-taking.
5.3 remember: Please remember to eat before your test. Remember me when I am gone.
remind:
5.4 stake:
steak:

You will have to remind me about next week’s meeting.
If you have a stake in something, it is important to you. Or a pointed stick that is driven
into the ground as a marker.
I love eating my steak medium rare but my girlfriend is a vegetarian.

5.5 stationary: The is a stationary vehicle in the left lane of the N1 highway.
stationery:
5.6 dessert:

I forgot to bring my stationery – can I borrow a pen from you, please?
I would like some ice-cream for dessert please!

desert: The Sahara desert is a wonderful place to find some peace and quiet ... and sand!

NB:

You can also be deserted (verb) by your friends and finally land up on a
deserted (adjective) island.
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Exercise 6: Give the correct form of the name of each country:
Examples: (South Africa) gold ... South African
(England) soldiers ... English
6.1

(Ireland) lakes

Irish

6.2

(Persia) carpets

Persian

6.3

(Switzerland) watches

Swiss

6.4

(Finland) rifles

Finnish

6.5

(Malawi) tobacco

Malawian

6.6

(Norway) sardines

Norwegian

6.7

(Tibet) monks

Tibetan

6.8

(Cyprus) fruit

Cyprian

6.9

(France) perfume

French

6.10

(Zaire) copper

Zairian

6.11

(Mexico) hats

Mexican

6.12

(Wales) coal

Welsh

6.13

(Portugal) food

Portuguese

6.14

(Denmark) cheese

Danish

6.15

(Scotland) music

Scottish

6.16

(Peru) mountains

Peruvian

6.17

(China) porcelain

Chinese

6.18

(USA) movies

American

6.19

(Ghana) cacao

Ghanaian

6.20

(Spain) dances

Spanish

Do you think people in Turkey like chicken? Do Hungarians diet a lot? Do Russians eat Viennas? Are all
the people from Iceland cool? Do you think people from Fiji find it hard to sit still?
Do people from
Cameroon like having their picture taken?
I used to like Russian dolls until I realised they were full of
themselves!
England doesn't have a kidney bank, but it does have a Liverpool.
The Irish should be
rich because their capital is always Dublin.
When I go to West Africa I'm Ghana make sure Togo to Mali
and then I can say I've Benin Timbuktu.
It is tough to do inventories in Afghanistan because of the tally
ban. If you said you were from South America, I would not Bolivia!
Can you think of Samoa puns?
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Worksheet 6: Prepositions
Definition: Prepositions are the “small words” that usually relate two words or phrases
to one another, e.g. “The book is on the table.” They usually refer to place,
position, time, manner or reason.
Fill in the correct prepositions to complete the following sentences:
1. I’m sorry _____________ the mess in the kitchen.
2. The learner walked _____________ the road.
3. Salaries were increased _____________ the board.
4. We have to take _____________ the posters.
5. The meaning of the word lies _____________ the text.
6. He usually relies _____________ his intelligence.
7. He always goes for a run _____________ breakfast.
8. The dustbin is _____________ the door.
9. He takes _____________ his father.
10. I am working _____________ my assignment
11. I feel so sorry _____________ your trouble.
12. The mug fell _____________ the table.
13. This package just arrived _____________ Australia.
14. Everyone _____________ Lihle was there.
15. I am so tired _____________ your complaints.
16. She is very interested _____________ Astrology.
17. Do you believe _____________ ghosts?
18. A really terrible rumour was spread _____________ the school.
19. The family stood _____________ the old man’s bed.
20. She went home _____________ a hurry.
21. He is very keen _____________ playing golf.
22. She feels a little _____________ the weather this morning.
23. The only entrance to the city is _____________ the tunnel.
24. I am satisfied _____________ the results.
25. I walked _____________ the school this morning.
26. I don’t approve _____________ your choice in friends.
27. The athlete sprinted _____________ first place!
28. He finally succeeded _____________ finding a job.
29. This goes _____________ my principles!
30. The young woman cares _____________ her granny.
31. He prevented the fire _____________ spreading.
32. He stood by me _____________ thick and thin.
33. He was disappointed _____________ his bonus.
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34. I object _____________ your rudeness.
35. The sandwiches were shared _____________ the two friends
36. The lotto winnings were shared _____________ many different people.
37. My money is _____________ my pocket.
38. He jumped _____________ the pool.
39. The book is very different _____________ the film.
40. The man parked his bike _____________ his car.
41. Everyone _____________ the grade 8s were in the hall.
42. She walked _____________ the path.
43. She walked _____________ her boyfriend.
44. The teacher insists _____________ punctuality.
45. The train arrived _____________ time this morning.
46. I was _____________ time to catch the train this morning.
Some prepositions consist of more than one word:
47. I am writing __________________________ my friend who is ill.
48. You must act __________________________ the rules of the game.
49. I was feeling __________________________ the world when I got the job.
50. She walked _____________ the boy and asked him out!
51. ______________________ I know we have to go to the quad this morning.
52. I think I'd rather have coffee _____________ tea.
53.________________ the danger , Paul ran back into the burning house
54. _____________ fire, smash the glass and push the emergency button.
55. Personally, I am _____________ banning cigarettes completely.
56. I would like to thank you _____________ everybody who was rescued.
57. _____________ you, nobody else knows that I have escaped.
58. _____________ Steve, he believes that we should stay where we are.
59. Jim managed to climb the house _____________ the ladder he found.
60. _____________ the rain, the match was postponed.
61. _____________ the timetable, the next train is due in two hours.
62. Paul and Simon shared the sweets _____________ each other.
63. The book was lying _____________ the table.
64. Don't leave the house _____________ feeding the dog.
65. The little boy ran _____________ the road.
66. Can you please put the cheese back _____________ the fridge?
67. _____________ the teacher there were also some children in the classroom.
68. The defeated bank robber fled from the bank _____________ any money.
69. The teacher divided the cake _____________ his pupils.
70. A big apple tree stood _____________ the house.
71. John is _____________ his bedroom.
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Worksheet 6: Prepositions

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

Definition: Prepositions are the “small words” that usually relate two words or phrases
to one another, e.g. “The book is on the table.” They usually refer to place,
position, time, manner or reason.
Fill in the correct prepositions to complete the following sentences:
1. I’m sorry about the mess in the kitchen.
2. The learner walked across/in (not “on”) the road.
3. Salaries were increased across/by the board.
4. We have to take down the posters.
5. The meaning of the word lies within the text.
6. He usually relies on his intelligence.
7. He always goes for a run before breakfast.
8. The dustbin is behind the door.
9. He takes after his father.
10. I am working on my assignment
11. I feel so sorry for your trouble.
12. The mug fell off (not from!) the table.
13. This package just arrived from/in Australia.
14. Everyone except/but Lihle was there.
15. I am so tired of your complaints.
16. She is very interested in Astrology.
17. Do you believe in ghosts?
18. A really terrible rumour was spread around (not “in”!) the school.
19. The family stood beside the old man’s bed.
20. She went home in a hurry.
21. He is very keen on playing golf.
22. She feels a little under the weather this morning.
23. The only entrance to the city is through the tunnel.
24. I am satisfied with the results.
25. I walked past the school this morning.
26. I don’t approve of your choice in friends.
27. The athlete sprinted into first place!
28. He finally succeeded in finding a job.
29. This goes against my principles!
30. The young woman cares about/for her granny.
31. He prevented the fire from spreading.
32. He stood by me through thick and thin.
33. He was disappointed with (not “in” ... that’s for people) his bonus.
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34. I object to your rudeness.
35. The sandwiches were shared between (for two people) the two friends
36. The lotto winnings were shared among/amongst many different people.
37. My money is in/inside my pocket.
38. He jumped into (not “in”) the pool.
39. The book is very different from the film.
40. The man parked his bike beside his car.
41. Everyone except the grade 8s were in the hall.
42. She walked on the path.
43. She walked beside/with her boyfriend.
44. The teacher insists on punctuality.
45. The train arrived on time this morning.
46. I was in time to catch the train this morning.
Some prepositions consist of more than one word:
47. I am writing in connection with my friend who is ill.
48. You must act in accordance with the rules of the game.
49. I was feeling on top of the world when I got the job.
50. She walked up to the boy and asked him out!
51. As far as I know we have to go to the quad this morning.
52. I think I'd rather have coffee instead of tea.
53. In spite of the danger , Paul ran back into the burning house
54. In case of fire, smash the glass and push the emergency button.
55. Personally, I am in favour of banning cigarettes completely.
56. I would like to thank you on behalf of everybody who was rescued.
57. Besides or except for you, nobody else knows that I have escaped.
58. With regard to Steve, he believes that we should stay where we are.
59. Jim managed to climb the house by means of the ladder he found.
60. Due to the rain, the match was postponed.
61. According to the timetable, the next train is due in two hours.
62. Paul and Simon shared the sweets between each other.
63. The book was lying on top of the table.
64. Don't leave the house without feeding the dog.
65. The little boy ran alongside the road.
66. Can you please put the cheese back into the fridge?
67. Besides the teacher there were also some children in the classroom.
68. The defeated bank robber fled from the bank without any money.
69. The teacher divided the cake amongst his pupils.
70. A big apple tree stood behind/in front of/beside the house.
71. John is in (not “inside”) his bedroom.
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Worksheet 7:

Types of abbreviations

Exercise ONE:

An abbreviation is a shortened version of a word or phrase.

a)

SABC

_________________________________________________

b)

MP

_________________________________________________

c)

Dr

____________________

d)

app

______________________

e)

ad

____________________

f)

flu

______________________

g)

PIN

___________________________________________________________

There are many types of abbreviations we should all know:
1.

An Initialism is a group of letters, each pronounced separately, used as an
abbreviation for a name or expression. Examples:
BTW: ______________________________________
FYI:

______________________________________

UK:

______________________________________

2.

A Truncation is a type of abbreviation that consists only of the first part of a word.
These are most often used when referring to proper titles such as months of the
year or days of the week, e.g., Mon., Fri., Apr., Oct.

3.

A Clipped is using either the middle or end of the word to form the abbreviation. Try
these examples:
pram:

________________________ demo: ________________________

fridge: _________________
4.

An Aphesis are often unintentional and casually spoken versions of the words:
’cause:

5.

6.

phone: ____________ plane: ______________

________________________ ‘til:

________________________

A Portmanteau blends of two or more words:
liger:

____________________ Bollywood: __________________________

chillax:

____________________ workaholic: __________________________

Acronyms are formed by using the first letter of each word in a phrase to form a
new word. They are spelled with capital letters and pronounced as a one word.
YOLO:

________________________________________________________

ADIDAS:

________________________________________________________
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Exercise 2: Write these abbreviations out and say which type they are:
Challenge:
No
E.g.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

As you do this exercise, see if you can figure out the rule for when to use full-stops.

Abbreviation Written out in full
SAPS
South African Police Service
NASA
M.D.
Ph.D.
Mr
Mrs
Ms
B.A.
CA
UK
C.A.
USA
Unicef
DVD
Wi-Fi
e.g.
i.e.
spork
Gif
Radar
P.S.
SMS
B.Sc.
con man
VAT
MBA
internet
brunch
AWOL
ASAP
Navy SEAL
SWAT
ABS
DOB
DOA
HIV
AIDS
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Exercise 3: Some more abbreviations:
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Abbreviation Written out in full
OTC
SUV
ETA
AKA
HR
SWOT
AA
SPCA
WWE
blog
rhino
etc.
govt
St
ABET
they’d
I’ve
shouldn’t
CCMA
CEO
he’s
CFO
DoE
FET
GDP
RSVP
IQ
EQ
LED
ROI
SARS
SETA
UCT
UP
ETA
ROFL
gal.
tbsp.
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Worksheet 7:

Types of abbreviations ANSWERS

Exercise ONE:

An abbreviation is a shortened version of a word or phrase.

a)

SABC

South African Broadcasting Corporation

b)

MP

Member of Parliament

c)

Dr

Doctor

e)

ad

advertisement

g)

PIN

Personal Identification Number

d)

app

application

f)

flu

influenza

There are many types of abbreviations we should all know:
1.

An Initialism is a group of letters, each pronounced separately, used as an
abbreviation for a name or expression. Examples:
BTW: by the way
FYI:

for your information

UK:

United Kingdom

2.

A Truncation is a type of abbreviation that consists only of the first part of a word.
These are most often used when referring to proper titles such as months of the
year or days of the week, e.g., Mon., Fri., Apr., Oct.

3.

A Clipped is using either the middle or end of the word to form the abbreviation. Try
these examples:
pram:

perambulator

demo: demonstration

fridge: refrigeratorphone: telephone plane: aeroplane/airplane
4.

An Aphesis are often unintentional and casually spoken versions of the words:
’cause:

5.

6.

because

‘til:

until (one “l”!)

A Portmanteau blends of two or more words:
liger:

lion + tiger

Bollywood: Bombay (now Mumbai) + Hollywood

chillax:

Chill + relax

workaholic: Work + Alcoholic

Acronyms are formed by using the first letter of each word in a phrase to form a
new word. They are spelled with capital letters and pronounced as a one word.
YOLO:

You only live once

ADIDAS:

All day I dream about shoes
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Exercise 2: Write these abbreviations out and say which type they are:
Challenge:
No
E.g.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

As you do this exercise, see if you can figure out the rule for when to use full-stops.

Abbreviation
SAPS
NASA
M.D.
Ph.D.
Mr
Mrs
Ms
B.A.
CA
UK
C.A.
USA
Unicef
DVD
Wi-Fi
e.g.
i.e.
spork
Gif
Radar
P.S.
SMS
B.Sc.
con man
VAT
MBA
internet
brunch
AWOL
ASAP
Navy SEAL
SWAT
ABS
DOB
DOA
HIV
AIDS

Written out in full
South African Police Service
National Aeronautics and Space Agency
Medical Doctor
Doctor’s Degree (Doctor of philosophy)
Mister
Mistress (not the girlfriend or skelmpie!)
Not actually an abbreviation. It’s a new word for a woman.
Batchelor of the arts
Canada
United Kingdom
Chartered Accountant
United States of America
United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund
Digital Versatile Disc
Wireless Fidelity
Exampli gratia (Latin) ... For example
Id est (Latin) ... “that is to say” or “in other words.”
Spoon + fork
Graphic interchange format
Radio detection and ranging
Post script
Short message service
Bachelor of science degree
Confidence man
Value added tax
Masters degree in business administration
International network
Breakfast and lunch
Absent without leave
As soon as possible
Navy sea, air and land soldier
Special weapons and tactics
Anti-lock braking system
Date of birth
Dead on arrival
Human immunodeficiency virus
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
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Exercise 3: Some more abbreviations:
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Abbreviation
OTC
SUV
ETA
AKA
HR
SWOT
AA
SPCA
WWE
blog
rhino
etc.
govt
St
ABET
they’d
I’ve
shouldn’t
CCMA
CEO
he’s
CFO
DoE
FET
GDP
RSVP
IQ
EQ
LED
ROI
SARS
SETA
UCT
UP
ETA
ROFL
gal.
tbsp.

Written out in full
Over the counter
Sports utility vehicle
Estimated time of arrival
Also known as
Human relations
Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
Alcoholics anonymous or Automobile Association
Society for the prevention of cruelty against animal
World wrestling entertainment
Weblog
rhinoceros
Etcetera (Latin) ... and so on
government
Street
Adult basic education and training
They would
I have
Should not
Commission for conciliation, mediation and arbitration
Chief executive officer
He is
Chief financial officer
Department of Education
Further education and training (grades 10 to 12)
Gross domestic product
Please respond
Intelligence quotient
Emotional intelligence quotient
Light emitting diode
Return on investment
South African Revenue Service
Sector education and training
University of Cape Town
University of Pretoria
Estimated time of arrival
Rolling on the floor laughing
Gallon
Tablespoon
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Worksheet 8:

Indirect (also called reported) Speech

Exercise 1: Change the direct speech into reported speech.
Use “She said” at the beginning of each answer where possible.
Examples:

a)

Direct speech:

“I don’t like KFC.”

Indirect speech:

______________________________________

b)

“I am on my way.”

______________________________________

c)

"I can help you tomorrow.

______________________________________

d)

"You should go to bed early." ______________________________________

e)

“Help!”

______________________________________

Questions: Start with “He said” where applicable.
1.1

"He works in a bank."

______________________________________

1.2

"I'll do the dishes later."

______________________________________

1.3

"I didn't go to the party."

______________________________________

1.4

"I visited my grandparents last week."

_____________________________________________________________________
1.5

"I was waiting for the bus when he phoned me."

_____________________________________________________________________
Exercise 2: Rewrite in reported speech, starting with the name of the speaker:
2.1

John said, "I love this town."

_____________________________________________________________________
2.2

"Are you sure?" He asked me.

_____________________________________________________________________
2.3

"I can't drive a lorry," he said.

_____________________________________________________________________
2.4

"Be nice to your brother," he said.

_____________________________________________________________________
2.5

"Don't be nasty," he said.

_____________________________________________________________________
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2.6

"Don't waste your money" she said.

_____________________________________________________________________
2.7

"What have you decided to do?" she asked him.

_____________________________________________________________________
2.8

"I always wake up early," he said.

_____________________________________________________________________
2.9

"You should revise your lessons," he said.

_____________________________________________________________________
2.10 "Where have you been?" he asked me.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.11 Jacob: "I work in an office."
_____________________________________________________________________
2.12 Ryan and Lucas: "We play football."
_____________________________________________________________________
2.13 Victoria: "I like my cat."
_____________________________________________________________________
2.14 Henry: "Can you see me?"
_____________________________________________________________________
2.15 Julian: "I will have to borrow your pencil."
_____________________________________________________________________
2.16 Melanie: "My father is Jamaican."
_____________________________________________________________________
2.17 Emma and Doris: "Can we use your camera?"
_____________________________________________________________________
2.18 Leah: "How is your journey?"
_____________________________________________________________________
2.19 Isabella and Ella: "We love our pets."
__________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 3: Put the sentences into reported speech:
3.1

Mr Brown said, "I was watching TV last night."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.2

Sandy explained, "I saw the accident at the corner of High Street."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.3

Bob said, "We had a wonderful time at Peter's party."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.4

The farmer said, "I didn't see her."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.5.

Will and Tim said, "We were very happy about the present."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.6

Mr Jones said, "As a young boy I collected stickers."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.7

Peter reported, "We played a lot of tennis last year."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.8

Mother said, "I have a headache."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.9

The Clarks told us, "We drove right down to Athens last summer."

__________________________________________________________________________
3.10 Helen said, "I'm watching the late night show."
__________________________________________________________________________
3.11 Peter said, "They were interested in other countries."
__________________________________________________________________________
3.12 Mr Cooper said, "I take my medicine regularly."
__________________________________________________________________________
3.13 Mrs Miller said, "I don't feel better now."
__________________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet 8:

Indirect Speech

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

Exercise 1: Change the direct speech into reported speech.
Use “She said” at the beginning of each answer where possible.
Examples:

a)

Direct speech:

“I don’t like KFC.”

Indirect speech:

She said that she didn’t like KFC.

b)

“I am on my way.”

She said that she was on her way.

c)

"I can help you tomorrow.

She said that she could help me the following day.

d)

"You should go to bed early." She advised me to go to bed early.

e)

“Help!”

Questions:

She shouted for help/assistance.
Start with “He said” where applicable.

1.1

"He works in a bank."

He said that the man worked in a bank.

1.2

"I'll do the dishes later."

He said that he would do the dishes later.

1.3

"I didn't go to the party."

He said he had not gone to the party.

1.4

"I visited my grandparents last week."

He said he had visited his grandparents the previous week.
1.5

"I was waiting for the bus when he phoned me."

He said he had been waiting for the bus when the man had phoned him.
Exercise 2: Rewrite in reported speech, starting with the name of the speaker:
2.1

John said, "I love this town."

John said he loved that town.
2.2

"Are you sure?" He asked me.

He asked whether I was sure.
2.3

"I can't drive a lorry," he said.

He said that he could not drive a lorry.
2.4

"Be nice to your brother," he said.

He instructed me to be nice to my brother.
2.5

"Don't be nasty," he said.

He told me to stop being nasty.
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2.6

"Don't waste your money" she said.

He advised me to not waste my money.
2.7

"What have you decided to do?" she asked him.

She asked him what his decision had been.
2.8

"I always wake up early," he said.

He stated that he always woke up early.
2.9

"You should revise your lessons," he said.

He advised me to revise my lessons.
2.10 "Where have you been?" he asked me.
He asked me where I had been.
2.11 Jacob: "I work in an office."
Jacob stated that he worked in an office.
2.12 Ryan and Lucas: "We play football."
Ryan and Lucas told me that they played football.
2.13 Victoria: "I like my cat."
Victoria said that she liked her cat.
2.14 Henry: "Can you see me?"
Henry asked whether I could see him.
2.15 Julian: "I will have to borrow your pencil."
Julian stated that he would have to borrow my pencil.
2.16 Melanie: "My father is Jamaican."
Melanie stated that her father was Jamaican.
2.17 Emma and Doris: "Can we use your camera?"
Emma and Doris asked if they could use my camera.
2.18 Leah: "How is your journey?"
Leah inquired about how my journey was.
2.19 Isabella and Ella: "We love our pets."
Isabella and Ella told me (that) they loved their pets.
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Exercise 3: Put the sentences into reported speech:
3.1

Mr Brown said, "I was watching TV last night."

Mr Brown said (that) he had been watching TV the night before (the previous night).
3.2

Sandy explained, "I saw the accident at the corner of High Street."

Sandy explained (that) she had seen the accident at the corner of High Street.
3.3

Bob said, "We had a wonderful time at Peter's party."

Bob said (that) they had had a wonderful time at Peter's party.
3.4

The farmer said, "I didn't see her."

The farmer said (that) he hadn't seen her.
3.5

Will and Tim said, "We were very happy about the present."

Will and Tim said (that) they had been very happy about the present.
3.6

Mr Jones said, "As a young boy I collected stickers."

Mr Jones said (that) as a young boy he had collected stickers.
3.7

Peter reported, "We played a lot of tennis last year."

Peter reported (that) they had played a lot of tennis the year before (the previous year).
3.8

Mother said, "I have a headache."

Mother said (that) she had a headache.
3.9

The Clarks told us, "We drove right down to Athens last summer."

The Clarks told us (that) they had driven right down to Athens the previous summer.
3.10 Helen said, "I'm watching the late night show."
Helen said (that) she was watching the late night show.
3.11

Peter said, "They were interested in other countries."

Peter said (that) they had been interested in other countries.
3.12 Mr Cooper said, "I take my medicine regularly."
Mr Cooper said (that) he took his medicine regularly.
3.13 Mrs Miller said, "I don't feel better now."
Mrs Miller said (that) she didn't feel better then.
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Worksheet 9:

Concord

Exercise 1:
What is concord?
_____________________________________________________________________
Examples: Rewrite the following sentences in the plural form:
a. That lady makes me think of my mother.
_____________________________________________________________________
b. That child reminds me of my little nephew.
_____________________________________________________________________
c. This mother and her baby still move in my thoughts.
_____________________________________________________________________
d. This teacher works tirelessly and helps that learner every Wednesday.
_____________________________________________________________________
e. When a person is lying he tends to become generally more talkative.
_____________________________________________________________________

Change the following sentences to the plural:
1.1 That man sells life insurance and tells his customers all about his products.
_____________________________________________________________________
1.2 This student is applying for a loan and studies hard every evening.
_____________________________________________________________________
1.3 In the procession, the princess walks behind the king and queen.
_____________________________________________________________________
1.4 The conference is being hosted by a government department.
_____________________________________________________________________
1.5 The teacher was so excited about her results that she almost fainted!
_____________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 2: Correct the errors in the following sentences: [ALSO Check spelling]
2.1 My hart was in my throat and thousands of taughts was racing threw my mind.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.2 Body language make up a big part of a conversasion.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.3 Many exam questions requires that learners reads the questions twice.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.4 He’s fatial expression show all kinds off clues about he’s feeling.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.5 He’s brother’s walks to there primary school but he travel too highschool by taxi.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.6 Unfortunately the taxi fairs is becoming more and more expensive.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.7 I am looking for saturday job so that i can afford this higher fairs.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.8 Every one know some one that are struggeling to learn grammer.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.9 Every body were upset when they’re game were interupted by rains.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.10 Everything look better after every one help to clean the class.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.11 We can not leaf if every body have not gotten onto the bus.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.12 The party is over and every one have gone there separate way.
_____________________________________________________________________
2.13 No that everyone are done in there excersize we can relax know.
_____________________________________________________________________
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Active and Passive Voice

3 steps to change a sentence into the passive voice:

Step 1:

Underline the subject, verb and object of the sentence.

Step 2:

Begin your answer with the OBJECT.

Step 3:

Use the past participle of the verb with some form of “to be”.

EXAMPLES: Change the following sentences from the active to the passive voice:
a. The striker scores a goal.

_______________________________________

b. The striker is scoring a goal.

_______________________________________

c. The striker scored a goal.

_______________________________________

d. The striker has scored a goal.

_______________________________________

e. The striker will score a goal.

_______________________________________

f.

_______________________________________

The striker had scored a goal.

Exercise 3: Change the following sentences from the active to the passive voice:
3.1 Investments provide financial freedom. _______________________________
3.2 He is coaching someone every week. _________________________________
3.3 The boy contracted a disease.

_________________________________

3.4 The player bought a new pair of sports shoes in March:
______________________________________________________________________
3.5 The 18-year-old girl had developed an illness causing paralysis.
______________________________________________________________________
3.6 The principal greatly admires our school’s hockey team.
______________________________________________________________________
3.7 The coach appreciated the team’s punctuality last Wednesday.
______________________________________________________________________
3.8 The players are showing respect to their opponents.
______________________________________________________________________
3.9 The full-back returned the ball to the scrum-half.
______________________________________________________________________
3.10 Thomas Edison apparently invented the electric light bulb in 1879.
______________________________________________________________________
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3.11 Police arrested two men yesterday in connection with a car hijacking.
______________________________________________________________________
3.12 The school choir won first prize in an international competition.
______________________________________________________________________
The following sentences are in the PASSIVE voice. Write them in the ACTIVE voice:
3.13 Four rhinos were rescued by an anti-poaching unit last week.
______________________________________________________________________
3.14 Heavy rainfall was experienced this year by most of the provinces in SA.
______________________________________________________________________
3.15 The quad was being filled at break by hundreds of hungry learners.
______________________________________________________________________
Exercise 4: Change the sentences into questions by adding tags:
4.1 The grade 12s should get more respect form the grade 8s.
______________________________________________________________________
4.2 The teachers weren’t really paying attention.
______________________________________________________________________
4.3 The admin ladies are really patient.
______________________________________________________________________
4.4 The fact that our building is unavailable has been inconvenient.
______________________________________________________________________
4.5 Teachers don’t like moving between classrooms.
______________________________________________________________________
4.6 We were forced to use every space in the school to create learning spaces.
______________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet 9:

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

Exercise 1: Concord
What is concord?
It is when the subject and the verb of a sentence agrees.
Examples: Rewrite the following sentences in the plural form:
a. That lady makes me think of my mother.
Those ladies make me think of my mother.
b. That child reminds me of my little nephew.
Those children remind me of my little nephew.
c. This mother and her baby still move in my thoughts.
Those mothers and their babies still move in my thoughts.
d. This teacher works tirelessly and helps that learner every Wednesday.
These teachers work tirelessly and help those learners every Wednesday.
e. When a person is lying he tends to become generally more talkative.
When people are lying they tend to become generally more talkative.
Change the following sentences to the plural:
1.1 That man sells life insurance and tells his customers all about his products.
Those men sell life insurance and tell their customers all about their products.
1.2 This student is applying for a loan and studies hard every evening.
These students are applying for loans and study hard every evening.
1.3 In the procession, the princess walks behind the king and queen.
In the processions, the princesses walk behind the kings and queens.
1.4 The conference is being hosted by a government department.
The conferences are being hosted by government departments.
1.5 The teacher was so excited about her results that she almost fainted!
The teachers were so excited about their results that they almost fainted!
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Exercise 2: Correct the errors in the following sentences: [Also check spelling!]
2.1 My hart was in my throat and thousands of taughts was racing threw my mind.
My heart was in my throat and thousands of thoughts were racing through my mind.

2.2 Body language make up a big part of a conversasion.
Body language makes up a big part of a conversation.
2.3 Many exam questions requires that learners reads the questions twice.
Many exam questions require that learners read the questions twice.
2.4 He’s fatial expression show all kinds off clues about he’s feeling.
His facial expression shows all kinds of clues about his feelings.
2.5 He’s brother’s walks to there primary school but he travel too highschool by taxi.
His brothers walk to their primary school but he travels to high school by taxi.
2.6 Unfortunately the taxi fairs is becoming more and more expensive.
Unfortunately the taxi fares are becoming more and more expensive.
2.7 I am looking for saturday job so that i can afford this higher fairs.
I am looking for a Saturday job so that I can afford these higher fares.
2.8 Every one know some one that are struggeling to learn grammer.
Everyone knows someone who is struggling to learn grammar.
2.9 Every body were upset when they’re game were interupted by rains.
Everybody was upset when their game was interrupted by rain.
2.10 Everything look better after every one help to clean the class.
Everything looks better after everyone helped to clean the class.
2.11 We can not leaf if every body have not gotten into the bus.
We cannot leave unless everybody has gotten onto the bus.
2.12 The party is over and every one have gone there separate way.
The party is over and everyone has gone their separate ways.
2.13 No that everyone are done in there excersize we can relax know.
Now that everyone is done with their exercise we can relax.
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Active and Passive Voice
THREE steps to change a sentence into the passive voice:
Step 1:

Underline the subject, verb and object of the sentence.

Step 2:

Begin your answer with the OBJECT.

Step 3:

Use the past participle of the verb with some form of “to be”.

EXAMPLES: Change the following sentences from the active to the passive voice:
a. The striker scores a goal.

A goal is scored by the striker.

b. The striker is scoring a goal.

A goal is being scored by the striker.

c. The striker scored a goal.

A goal was scored by the striker.

d. The striker has scored a goal.

A goal has been scored by the striker.

e. The striker will score a goal.

A goal will be scored by the striker.

f.

A goal had been scored by the striker.

The striker had scored a goal.

Exercise 3: Change the following sentences from the active to the passive voice:
3.1 Investments provide financial freedom. Financial freedom is provided by investments.
3.2 He is coaching someone every week. Someone is being coached every week.
3.3 The boy contracted a disease.

A disease was contracted by the boy.

3.4 The player bought a new pair of sports shoes in March:
A new pair of sports shoes was bought by the player in March.
3.5 The 18-year-old girl had developed an illness causing paralysis.
An illness causing paralysis had been developed by the 18-year-old girl.
3.6 The principal greatly admires our school’s hockey team.
The school’s hockey team is greatly admired by the principal.
3.7 The coach appreciated the team’s punctuality last Wednesday.
The team’s punctuality was appreciated by the coach last Wednesday.
3.8 The players are showing respect to their opponents.
Respect is being shown to the opponents. [No “players”]
3.9 The full-back returned the ball to the scrum-half.
The ball was returned to the full-back by the scrum-half.
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3.10 Thomas Edison apparently invented the electric light bulb in 1879.
The electric light bulb was apparently invented by Thomas Edison in 1879.
3.11 Police arrested two men yesterday in connection with a car hijacking.
Two men were arrested yesterday in connection with a car hijacking. [No “Police”]
3.12 The school choir won first prize in an international competition.
A first prize in an international competition was won by the school choir.
The following sentences are in the PASSIVE voice. Write them in the ACTIVE voice:
3.13 Four rhinos were rescued by an anti-poaching unit last week.
An anti-poaching unit rescued four rhinos last week.
3.14 Heavy rainfall was experienced this year by most of the provinces in SA.
Most of the provinces in SA experienced heavy rainfall this year.
3.15 The quad was being filled at break by hundreds of hungry learners.
Hundreds of hungry learners were filling the quad at break.
Exercise 4: Change the sentences into questions by adding tags:
4.1 The grade 12s should get more respect form the grade 8s.
The grade 12s should get more respect form the grade 8s, shouldn’t they?
4.2 The teachers weren’t really paying attention.
The teachers weren’t really paying attention, were they?
4.3 The admin ladies are really patient.
The admin ladies are really patient, aren’t they?
4.4 The fact that our building is unavailable has been inconvenient.
The fact that our building is unavailable has been inconvenient, hasn’t it?
4.5 Teachers don’t like moving between classrooms.
Teachers don’t like moving between classrooms, do they?
4.6 We were forced to use every space in the school to create learning spaces.
We were forced ... space in the school to create learning spaces, weren’t we?
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Worksheet 10: Vocabulary:
WORD
1

Objective

2

Subjective

3

Amoral

4

Anecdote

5

Bohemian

6

Captivating

7

Cliché

8

Colloquialism

9

Compulsive

10

Connotation

11

Context

12

Conviction

13

Dialect

14

Enunciate

15

Eradicate

Meaning or Definition
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16

Euphemism

17

Inevitable

18

Invoke

19

Motive

20

Motif

21

Procrastinate

22

Proverb

23

Redundancy

24

Rhetorical

25

Spin-doctor

26

Unambiguous

27

Verify

28

Universal

29

Negate

30

Frivolous
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Worksheet 10

Vocabulary:

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

WORD

Meaning or Definition

Notes

1

Objective

Based on facts rather than feelings or
beliefs.

2

Subjective

Based on or influenced by personal
feelings, tastes, or opinions.

The interviewer was very objective
and fair.
Parents tend to be quite subjective
in their opinions about their own
children.
If you are amoral, you're not a jerk,
you just don't know that what you're
doing is wrong.
Anecdotes differ from jokes because
they don’t necessarily have a punch
line.
During the 1960s the hippies were
very bohemian and nonconformist in
their attitude to life.
The play was so captivating that the
audience did not move at all!
The idea of the prince on a white
horse who comes to save the
princess who has been kidnapped by
some monster is such a cliché.
When “normal” people talk to each
other they often use, colloquialisms
and slang, e.g. "Say it ain't so".
My sister has OCD – she has to lock
her door ten times before she can go
to bed.
For many years the idea of getting a
tattoo had a very negative
connotation. Now everyone has
one!

3

Amoral

4

Anecdote

5

Bohemian

6

Captivating

Not worried about what is right and
wrong.
(What about immoral?)
A short, revealing and usually
amusing story about a real person or
incident.
A lifestyle that is relaxed and
informal, with unconventional social
habits.
Capable of attracting and holding
someone’s interest.

Cliché

Overused and unoriginal sayings or
actions that are expected, predictable
and stereotypical.

8

Colloquialism

Language that is used in normal,
every day life – how people really
speak.

9

Compulsive

When you cannot stop yourself from
doing, thinking or saying something.

10

Connotation

Something that is implied; not the
literal meaning of a word.

Context

The circumstances that form the
setting for an event, statement, or
idea, and in terms of which it can be
fully understood.

7

11

12

Conviction

13

Dialect

14

Enunciate

15

Eradicate

The alcoholic fell off the wagon.
The cowboy fell off the wagon.

“Her conviction in her political
When you completely believe in what beliefs was solid.” Or
you are saying. Or a prison sentence. “She had a previous conviction for a
similar offence.”
A particular form of language that is
In English the Cape Malay dialect is
peculiar/unique to a specific region or very different from the one people
social group.
use in Johannesburg.
“I am sick and tired of school! Read
To say/pronounce something clearly!
my lips: S-I-C-K and T-I-R-E-D!”
We must eradicate the problem of
To destroy or remove completely.
bunking in our school!
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16

Euphemism

A polite word or expression i.s.o. a
harsh one.

17

Inevitable

Unavoidable – when something is
bound to happen.

18

Invoke

To make an image or idea appear in
your mind.

19

Motive

A reason for doing something.

20

Motif

A dominant idea or specific feature in
a work of art.

21

Procrastinate need to do.

22

Proverb

23

Redundancy

The action of delaying something you
An idiom/saying that has a lesson or
general truth.
The use of words that could be left
out without any loss of meaning.

Rhetorical

Rhetorical devices are figures of
speech that are used to make
language more interesting or poetic.

25

Spin-doctor

This is a spokesperson who is
employed to give a favourable
interpretation to events in the media.

26

Unambiguous thing.

27

Verify

28

Universal

29

Negate

30

Frivolous

24

Not ambiguous – can only mean one

To make sure something is true or
real.
Related to all people, places and
situations.
To prevent something from having
any effect.
Not serious!
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Many young soldiers made the
supreme sacrifice in the war.
After cheating on each other, it was
inevitable that their marriage would
end in divorce.
The image of a snake usually invokes
the concept of evil in people’s
minds.
My motives for calling you to this
meeting were pure. I had no hidden
agenda!
In Macbeth, Shakespeare uses the
image of blood to emphasise the
concept of cruelty as a motif
throughout the play.
I have been procrastinating lately
and now I am in trouble because my
assignment is late.
“Rome was not built in a day!”
He leaped over the fence with one
big jump to the other side.
Rhetorical devices and figures of
speech can transform an ordinary
piece of writing or an everyday
conversation into something much
more memorable, evocative, and
enjoyable.
A spin doctor is a campaign official
or public relations (PR) expert who
attempts to use spin to influence
public opinion by placing a
favourable bias on information
presented to the public, usually via
the media.
Examples of ambiguity: “Sarah gave
a bath to her dog wearing a pink tshirt.” OR “Man helped dog bite
victim.”
“Can you please verify your identity
by confirming your ID number?”
The law that murder is unacceptable
is universally true.
Alcohol can negate the effects of
some medicines.
Your frivolous comments is
undermining the seriousness of this
hearing.
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Worksheet 11: Idioms
1

IDIOM
A bolt from the blue

2

A chip off the old block

3

A feather in one’s cap

4

A fish out of water

5

A flash in the pan

6

A red herring

7

A red-letter day

8

A rough diamond

9

A storm in a teacup

MEANING

10 A wet blanket
11 A white elephant
12 A wild-goose chase
13 Above board
14 Add fuel to the fire
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15 All your eggs in one basket
16 At a snail’s pace
17 At someone’s beck and call
18 At the eleventh hour
19 Beat about the bush
20 Be left high and dry
21 Bite the dust
22 Blood is thicker than water
23 Blow hot and cold
24 Break the ice
25 Bring the house down
26 Build castles in the air
27 Burn the candle at both
ends
28 Bury the hatchet
29 Clear the air
30 Cut and dried
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IDIOM

MEANING

31 Get out of bed on the wrong side
32 Handle with kid gloves
33 Have an axe to grind
34 Have a bee in one’s bonnet
35 Have a bone to pick with
someone
36 A bone of contention
37 Have cold feet
38 Hen-pecked
39 His bark is worse than his bite
40 In cold blood
41 In seventh heaven
42 In the limelight
43 In the pipeline
44 In the same boat
45 It is make or break
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46 Jump the gun
47 Let the cat out of the bag
48 Look a gift horse in the mouth
49 Long in the tooth
50 Move the goalposts
51 Make ends meet
52 Red tape
53 The Achilles heel
54 Sour grapes
55 Spill the beans
56 Throw in the towel
57 Turn over a new leaf
58 Under a cloud
59 Two-faced
60 Walk on air
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Worksheet 11: Idioms

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

IDIOM

MEANING

1
2
3
4
5
6

A bolt from the blue
A chip off the old block
A feather in one’s cap
A fish out of water
A flash in the pan
A red herring

7
8

A red-letter day
A rough diamond

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

A storm in a teacup
A wet blanket
A white elephant
A wild-goose chase
Above board
Add fuel to the fire
All your eggs in one basket
At a snail’s pace
At someone’s beck and call
At the eleventh hour
Beat about the bush

A sudden and unexpected occurrence
A son that closely resembles his father
An honour or achievement
Being out of place
Unusual, not likely to be repeated
Something which diverts people’s attention from
the main argument or issue
A day to celebrate, a day of importance
A person with good qualities, but with a rough or
unrefined exterior
Much fuss made of something unimportant
A spoil-sport, someone who discourages others
A useless, unwanted or burdensome possession
A plan or scheme with no possibility of success
Open, with nothing to hide
Make matters that are already
Risk everything in one venture or project
Very slowly
Available at all times
At the last minute (almost too late)
Approach a matter in an indirect or roundabout
way
Being stranded
Be defeated or die
One takes one’s family’s part against those not
related
Change one’s opinion continually
Do or say something to relieve tension or get
conversation going in a strained situation or when
strangers meet.
Cause rapturous (very loud) applause
Make plans in one’s imagination
Overwork oneself by working day and night

20 Be left high and dry
21 Bite the dust
22 Blood is thicker than water
23 Blow hot and cold
24 Break the ice

25 Bring the house down
26 Build castles in the air
27 Burn the candle at both
ends
28 Bury the hatchet
29 Clear the air
30 Cut and dried
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English Language Exercises
IDIOM

Worksheet 11
Today’s date: ________________
MEANING

31
32
33
34
35

Get out of bed on the wrong side
Handle with kid gloves
Have an axe to grind
Have a bee in one’s bonnet
Have a bone to pick with
someone
36 A bone of contention
37 Have cold feet
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Hen-pecked
His bark is worse than his bite
In cold blood
In seventh heaven
In the limelight
In the pipeline
In the same boat
It is make or break

46
47
48
49
50
51

Jump the gun
Let the cat out of the bag
Look a gift horse in the mouth
Long in the tooth
Move the goalposts
Make ends meet

52 Red tape
53 The Achilles heel
54 Sour grapes
55
56
57
58
59

Spill the beans
Throw in the towel
Turn over a new leaf
Under a cloud
Two-faced

60 Walk on air
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Being grumpy or bad-tempered
Treat very gently
Pursue an unresolved issue
To be obsessed with one topic or issue
To want to talk to someone about something
annoying they have done
A subject or issue over which there is
continuing disagreement
Feel anxious and uncertain about an
undertaking
A husband ruled by his wife
He speaks strongly … but acts mildly
Deliberately, without heart
In a state of intense happiness, bliss
In the public eye, the centre of attention
About to happen, about to be implemented
In the same misfortune or circumstances
There are no alternatives – to have no choice
OR
It will either be a great success or failure
Hasty in embarking on a course of action
Reveal a secret
Examine a gift critically
Old
Change the rules
Live within one’s means (stick to one’s
budget)
Bureaucracy or form-filling
A weak spot, a vulnerable area
Pretend to despise something because it is
unattainable
Reveal the truth
Admit defeat, give up
Begin again, resolve to do better
Under suspicion
A hypocrite, saying one thing and meaning
another
Be excited and happy
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Worksheet 12: Mixed Exercise
Exercise 1: Forming new words by adding –r, –er, –ar, –or or –ant
Examples: Someone who travels is called a traveller
A person that practises law is called a lawyer
A thief that goes out to burgle homes is called a burglar
A person who instructs a team is called an instructor
1. A (strange) _________________

2.

A (write) _________________

3. A (begin) _________________

4.

An (invent) _________________

5. A (report) _________________

6.

A (school) _________________

7. A (jewel) _________________

8.

A (dictate) _________________

9. A (govern) _________________

10.

A (build) _________________

11. A (credit) _________________

12.

A (murder) _________________

13. An (occupy) _________________

14.

A (lie) _________________

15. A (beg) _________________

16.

An (err) _________________

17. An (edit) _________________

18.

A (profess) _________________

19. A (conduct) _________________

20.

A (navigate) _________________

Exercise 2: Give the plural:
Examples: elephant : elephants

foot : feet

bush : bushes

1. journey _____________

2.

baby

_____________

3. cliff

_____________

4.

calf

_____________

5. roof

_____________

6.

crisis

_____________

7. shelf

_____________

8.

bus

_____________

9. woman _____________

10.

radius

_____________

11. torpedo _____________

12.

sheep

_____________

13. mouse _____________

14.

deer

_____________

15. fungus _____________

16.

oasis

_____________

17. child

18.

Phenomenon

_____________
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Exercise 3: Using the comparative and superlative of adverbs and adjectives:
Examples: My car is (fast) than yours.
My car is faster than yours.
Her dress is (pretty) than mine.
Her dress is prettier than mine.
I find this year’s lessons to be (interesting) than last year’s.
I find this year’s lessons to be more interesting than last year’s.
3.1

Complete the table:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

The Positive
tall

The Comparative

The Superlative
largest

later
beautiful
best
big
difficult
heavy
less
easy
far
fittest
tidy
expensive
old (people)
old (things and places)

3.2 Rewrite the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets:
1. This year’s work is far (difficult) than last year’s.
_____________________________________________________________________
2. Unfortunately, my marks for this test were (bad) than the previous one.
______________________________________________________________________
3. I have (little) money to spend than you.
______________________________________________________________________
4. Can’t you be a little (patient) than that?
______________________________________________________________________
5. Tshepiso is (clever) than her brother.
______________________________________________________________________
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6. Michael can kick a ball (far) than Lungi, but Thabo can kick it (far) of them all.
______________________________________________________________________
7. The process of getting my drivers license was (quick) than getting my ID.
______________________________________________________________________
8. Of all the drive-through restaurants, McBurger is (quick).
______________________________________________________________________
9. I usually do my chores (quickly) than my siblings.
______________________________________________________________________
10. Of all my friends, I can type (quickly) on my phone.
______________________________________________________________________
11. My marks for English are (good) than yours. So I am (clever) than you!
______________________________________________________________________
12. My father was (angry) with me than with my brother.
______________________________________________________________________

3.3 What’s wrong with these sentences? Correct them if you can ...
a.

Khanyi’s phone is more expensive than Tumi.

______________________________________________________________________
b.

Riding a bike is not so easy as a car.

______________________________________________________________________
c.

Her bag is heavier than him.

______________________________________________________________________
d.

It’s better to go out with someone than alone.

______________________________________________________________________
e.

That guy ain’t got nothing better to do but cause trouble in class!

______________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 4: Choose the correct sound to complete each sentence:
sang
rushed
chattered

jingled

crunched
clinked
honked
rattled
clanged
crashed
ticked
popped
clattered
gurgled
clanked

1. My dad’s old watch _________________ softly as I held it against my ear.
2. The kettle _________________ before the water boiled.
3. The big tree _________________ to the ground during the storm.
4. His teeth _________________ with cold.
5. The cork _________________ when I drew it from the bottle.
6. The gravel _________________ under his feet as he walked.
7. The horses’ hoofs _________________ down the street.
8. The car’s horn _________________ twice as it went around the corner.
9. The coins _________________ in his pocket.
10. The sound of thunder _________________ the windows of the house.
11. The wind _________________ through the trees.
12. The glasses _________________ on the table as the waiter moved them.
13. The bell _________________ as the fire engine raced along.
14. The heavy chain _________________ as they pulled up the anchor of the ship.
15. The water _________________ out of the bottle when I poured it.
Exercise 5: Provide the correct preposition:
1. They were __________ dinner when the thunderstorm broke.
2. Thieves broke __________ his shop and stole some of his equipment.
3. The parcel arrived __________ courier.
4. He fell __________ a tree and broke his arm.
5. He was found guilty __________ theft.
6. She is very good __________ languages but poor __________ mathematics.
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Worksheet 12: Mixed Exercise

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

Exercise 1: Forming new words by adding –r, –er, –ar, –or or –ant
1. A (strange) stranger

2.

A (write) writer

3. A (begin) beginner

4.

An (invent) inventor

5. A (report) reporter

6.

A (school) scholar

7. A (jewel) jeweller

8.

A (dictate) dictator

9. A (govern) governor

10.

A (build) builder

11. A (credit) creditor

12.

A (murder) murderer

13. An (occupy) occupant

14.

A (lie) liar

15. A (beg) beggar

16.

An (err) error

17. An (edit) editor

18.

A (profess) professor

19. A (conduct) conductor

20.

A (navigate) navigator

Exercise 2: Give the plural:
Examples: elephant : elephants

foot : feet

bush : bushes

1. journey journeys

2.

baby

babies

3. cliff

cliffs

4.

calf

calves

5. roof

roofs

6.

crisis

crises

7. shelf

shelves

8.

bus

buses

9. woman women

10.

radius

radii (or radiuses)

11. torpedo torpedos

12.

sheep

sheep

13. mouse mice

14.

deer

deer

15. fungus fungi

16.

oasis

oases

17. child

18.

Phenomenon

children
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Exercise 3: Using the comparative and superlative of adverbs and adjectives:
3.1

Complete the table:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

The Positive
tall
large
late
beautiful
good
big
difficult
heavy
little
easy
far
fit
tidy
expensive
old (people)
old (things and places)

The Comparative
taller
larger
later
More beautiful
better
bigger
More difficult
heavier
less
easier
Farther (or further)
fitter
tidier
More expensive
elder
older

The Superlative
tallest
largest
latest
Most beautiful
best
giggest
Most difficult
heaviest
least
easiest
Farthest (or furthest)
fittest
tidiest
Most expensive
eldest
oldest

3.2 Rewrite the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets:
1. This year’s work is far more difficult than last year’s.
2. Unfortunately, my marks for this test were worse than the previous one.
3. I have less money to spend than you.
4. Can’t you be a little more patient than that?
5. Tshepiso is cleverer than her brother.
6. Michael can kick a ball farther than Lungi, but Thabo can kick it the farthest of them all.
7. The process of getting my drivers license was quicker than getting my ID.
8. Of all the drive-through restaurants, McBurger is the quickest.
9. I usually do my chores quicker than my siblings.
10. Of all my friends, I can type the quickest on my phone.
11. My marks for English are better than yours. So I am cleverer than you!
12. My father was angrier with me than with my brother.
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3.3 What’s wrong with these sentences? Correct them if you can ...
a.

Khanyi’s phone is more expensive than Tumi.
Khanyi’s phone is more expensive than Tumi’s.

b.

Riding a bike is not so easy as a car.
Riding a bike is not as easy as a car.

c.

Her bag is heavier than him.
Her bag is heavier than his.

d.

It’s better to go out with someone than alone.
It’s better to go out with someone than being alone.

e.

That guy ain’t got nothing better to do but cause trouble in class!
That guy doesn’t have anything better to do but cause trouble in class!
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Exercise 4: Choose the correct sound to complete each sentence:

1. My dad’s old watch ticked softly as I held it against my ear.
2. The kettle sang before the water boiled.
3. The big tree crashed to the ground during the storm.
4. His teeth chattered with cold.
5. The cork popped when I drew it from the bottle.
6. The gravel crunched under his feet as he walked.
7. The horses’ hoofs clattered down the street.
8. The car’s horn honked twice as it went around the corner.
9. The coins jingled in his pocket.
10. The sound of thunder rattled the windows of the house.
11. The wind rushed through the trees.
12. The glasses clinked on the table as the waiter moved them.
13. The bell clanged as the fire engine raced along.
14. The heavy chain clanked as they pulled up the anchor of the ship.
15. The water gurgled out of the bottle when I poured it.

Exercise 5: Provide the correct preposition:
1. They were at dinner when the thunderstorm broke.
2. Thieves broke into his shop and stole some of his equipment.
3. The parcel arrived by courier.
4. He fell from a tree and broke his arm.
5. He was found guilty of theft.
6. She is very good in languages but poor at mathematics.
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Worksheet 13:

TAUTOLOGY

Tautology means:
The saying of the same thing twice over in different words
Example: In my opinion, I think the challenges in education can be solved.
In this sentence either “In my opinion” OR “I think” is redundant.
Redundancy means:
When you use a word unnecessarily
Example 1: The boy fell down.
Can he fall UP? In this case the word “down” is redundant.
Example 2: My father reversed his car backwards
In this case the word “reversed” already means to move backwards.
Now you try: Remove the redundancies or tautology from the following sentences:
a.
The woman was killed in a fatal car accident.
________________________________________________________________________
b.

Remember when 4G cell phones were a new innovation?

________________________________________________________________________
c.

Be careful, there is a lot of frozen ice on the road!

________________________________________________________________________

Exercise 1: Identify the redundancy (or tautology) in each of the following sentences and
rewrite the sentence without it so that it still has the same meaning.
1.
I’ve had to change my mental thinking.
________________________________________________________________________
2.
The offender escaped on foot by running.
________________________________________________________________________
3.
The unemployed who haven’t got a job are hungry and starving.
________________________________________________________________________
4.
The manager said he would see whether he could get the exact facts.
________________________________________________________________________
5.
My grandmother is always making predictions about the future.
________________________________________________________________________
6.
Having a drug test is a necessary requirement for the job.
________________________________________________________________________
7.
They hiked to the summit at the top of the mountain.
________________________________________________________________________
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8.
The president left the country briefly for a short time.
________________________________________________________________________
9.
I loved reading Sam's autobiography of his own life.
________________________________________________________________________
10. I am not over-exaggerating – the evening sunset really was beautiful!
________________________________________________________________________

Exercise 2:

Tautologies From Famous Speakers

Even the best speakers and writers will sometimes let tautology slip into their work.
UNDERLINE THE REDUNDANT WORD OR PHRASE or TAUTOLOGY
1.

"Our nation must come together to unite." - George W. Bush

2.

"It's deja vu all over again." - Yogi Berra

3.

"They are simply going to have to score more points than the other team to win the
game" - John Madden

4.

"If we do not succeed, we run the risk of failure." - Dan Quayle

5.

"Smoking can kill you, and if you've been killed, you've lost a very important part of
your life." - Brooke Shields.

Exercise 3:

Tautology in Song

Song lyrics are often a treasure trove of tautologies, as in this case repetition can be
artistic. Additional words can help fill out the rhythm or make a rhyme in song, so this
repetition is often in service of the artistic work as a whole rather than accidental:
UNDERLINE THE REDUNDANT WORD OR PHRASE
1.

"I want to live while I am alive" - Bon Jovi

2.

"There's nothing you can do that can't be done. There's nothing you can sing
that can't be sung" - The Beatles

3.

"Qué será, será. Whatever will be, will be" - Jay Livingston and Ray Evans
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Exercise 4:

Tautology in abbreviations

Sometimes there is tautology with the use of abbreviations and acronyms, when part of
the acronym that stands for a word is then repeated in conversation.
For example, saying "the ATM machine" is a tautology, because the M already stands for
machine. Write out the abbreviations without the redundant word:
1.

DVD disc

___________________________________________________

2.

GPS system

___________________________________________________

3.

HIV virus

___________________________________________________

4.

ISBN number

___________________________________________________

5.

PIN number

___________________________________________________

6.

Please R.S.V.P.

___________________________________________________

7.

VIN number

___________________________________________________

Exercise 5:
1.

Rewrite the following sentences removing the tautology:

Everybody has unanimously agreed with the umpire’s decision that he has been run out.

________________________________________________________________________
2.

There have been some new innovations in technology which must be extended to all people.

________________________________________________________________________
3.

Let me repeat that again, South Africa is in command in this match.

________________________________________________________________________
4.

Television has a lot of future potential if it is used correctly.

________________________________________________________________________
5.

In Rome, we saw dilapidated ruins.

______________________________________________________________________
6.

There are so many vacant gaps to be filled.

________________________________________________________________________
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Exercise 6: Cross out the unnecessary (redundant) word in each sentence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It was a chance coincidence that I met my cousin at the East Rand Mall.
The government does not consider the explanation adequate enough.
Our new young star will be elevated up to first grade.
No company should have the entire monopoly if you want to promote competition.
The union has no false illusions about support from its own members.

Source: https://examples.yourdictionary.com/examples-of-tautology.html
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Worksheet 13:

TAUTOLOGY

SUGGESTED ANSWERS

Examples:
a.
b.
c.

The woman was killed in a car accident.
Remember when 4G cell phones were new?
Be careful, there is a lot of ice on the road!

Exercise 1: Identify the redundancy (or tautology) in each of the following sentences and
rewrite the sentence without it so that it still has the same meaning.
[THE WORD(S) IN BOLD should be removed]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I’ve had to change my mental thinking.
The offender escaped on foot by running.
The unemployed who haven’t got a job are hungry and starving.
The manager said he would see whether he could get the exact facts.
My grandmother is always making predictions about the future.
Having a drug test is a necessary requirement for the job.
They hiked to the summit at the top of the mountain.
The president left the country briefly for a short time.
I loved reading Sam's autobiography of his own life.
I am not over-exaggerating – the evening sunset really was beautiful!

Exercise 2:

Tautologies From Famous Speakers

Even the best speakers and writers will sometimes let tautology slip into their work.
UNDERLINE THE REDUNDANT WORD OR PHRASE or TAUTOLOGY
6.

"Our nation must come together to unite." - George W. Bush

7.

"It's deja vu all over again." - Yogi Berra

8.

"They are simply going to have to score more points than the other team to win the
game" - John Madden

9.

"If we do not succeed, we run the risk of failure." - Dan Quayle

10.

"Smoking can kill you, and if you've been killed, you've lost a very important part of
your life." - Brooke Shields.

Exercise 3:

Tautology in Song

4.

"I want to live while I am alive" - Bon Jovi

5.

"There's nothing you can do that can't be done. There's nothing you can sing
that can't be sung" - The Beatles

6.

"Qué será, será. Whatever will be, will be" - Jay Livingston and Ray Evans
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Exercise 4:

Tautology in abbreviations

Sometimes there is tautology with the use of abbreviations and acronyms, when part of
the acronym that stands for a word is then repeated in conversation.
For example, saying "the ATM machine" is a tautology, because the M already stands for
machine. Write out the abbreviations without the redundant word:
8.

DVD disc

Digital versatile disc

9.

GPS system

Global positioning system

10.

HIV virus

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

11.

ISBN number

International Standard Book Number

12.

PIN number

Personal Identification Number

13.

Please R.S.V.P.

Please respond

14.

VIN number

Vehicle Identification Number

Exercise 5:

Rewrite the following sentences removing the tautology:

1.

Everybody has unanimously agreed with the umpire’s decision that he has been run out.

2.

There have been some new innovations in technology which must be extended to all people.

3.

Let me repeat that again, South Africa is in command in this match.

4.

Television has a lot of future potential if it is used correctly.

5.

In Rome, we saw dilapidated ruins.

6.

There are so many vacant gaps to be filled.

Exercise 6: Cross out the unnecessary (redundant) word in each sentence:
6. It was a chance coincidence that I met my cousin at the East Rand Mall.
7. The government does not consider the explanation adequate enough.
8. Our new young star will be elevated up to first grade.
9. No company should have the entire monopoly if you want to promote competition.
10.The union has no false illusions about support from its own members.
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AWESOME QUOTES
“Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and motivating
them, the teacher is the most important.” Bill Gates
“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try
just one more time.” Thomas A. Edison
“Only I can change my life. No one can do it for me.“

Carol Burnett

“Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is
to do what you believe is great work. And the only way to do great work is to love what
you do. If you haven't found it yet, keep looking. Don't settle. As with all matters of the
heart, you'll know when you find it.” Steve Jobs
“Nothing real can be threatened. Nothing unreal exists.
Herein lies the peace of God.” ... ACIM
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Ephesians 6:10-18
New International Version (NIV)

The Armor of God
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty
power. 11 Put on the full armour of God, so that
you can take your stand against the devil’s
schemes. 12 For our struggle is not against flesh
and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark world
and against the spiritual forces of evil in the
heavenly realms.13 Therefore put on the full
armour of God, so that when the day of evil
comes, you may be able to stand your ground,
and after you have done everything, to
stand. 14 Stand firm then, with the belt of truth
buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of
righteousness in place, 15 and with your feet fitted
with the readiness that comes from the gospel of
peace. 16 In addition to all this, take up the shield
of faith, with which you can extinguish all the
flaming arrows of the evil one. 17 Take the helmet
of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is
the word of God.
10

And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all
kinds of prayers and requests. With this in mind,
be alert and always keep on praying for all the
Lord’s people.
18
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Final Words
Thank you once again for supporting this project.
Visit my website for updates and new resources:

www.tickmark.co.za
Remember that you can contact the author at info@tickmark.co.za

SOCIAL MEDIA:
FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com/tickmarkcoza

TWITTER
http://twitter.com/tickmarkcoza
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